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Preface
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the inaugural Volume 1,
Issue 1 of a new scholarly journal: The International Journal of Peening
Science and Technology. The Journal is focused on the wide range of peening
techniques for strengthening conventional and new materials from theoretical
aspects to application-dependent studies and the validation of emerging
science and technologies. Surface engineering without the use of permanent/
long-term coatings have become increasingly vital and strengthening
materials have always been a requirement for industrial parts. With that said,
a wide range of peening techniques have proven successful over the years,
and so, this new journal is envisioned and founded to represent the growing
needs of material strengthening methods and emerging science via peening
techniques and related methodologies.
The mission of The International Journal of Peening Science and Technology is to become the voice of the whole of the peening community, addressing researchers and practitioners at all career levels in application areas
ranging from aerospace, automotive, nuclear, general engineering to biomedical engineering and more. It will achieve this by providing an international
and multidisciplinary forum for the exchange of the science, technology,
developments and applications surrounding not only the wide variety of
peening techniques currently available, but the new techniques to be developed in the years to come. Emphasis is placed on both the theoretical and
practical contributions in relation to the methods, technologies, new applications/materials, and evaluates results and developments of enhanced solutions, new experimental methods and associated phenomena.
This first issue of the journal comprises of articles focused on laser shock
peening with and without coating, and cavitation peening, demonstrating the
background science and material effects that the processes exhibit. These
papers are novel and have been submitted by renowned researchers in the
field. I am very thankful to everybody within that community who supported
the idea of creating a new journal and I am certain that this very first issue will
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Preface

be followed by many others, reporting new developments in the respective
fields within the scope of the journal.
This issue would not have been possible without the great support of the
Editorial Board members at every stage of the journal’s development, I would
like to express my sincere thanks to all of them. I would also like to sincerely,
express my gratitude to the invited reviewers of the International Journal of
Peening Science and Technology, who provided invaluable reviews for the
submitted manuscripts. Special thanks also go out to the authors of the submitted papers and the staff of Old City Publishing for the guidance and support that has been provided since the very beginning of this new venture. It is
hoped that this fine collection of articles will be a valuable resource and
forum for authors, readers and will stimulate further research into this vibrant
area of academic and industrial research that we work in.
Pratik Shukla
Editor-In-Chief
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Effect of Different Ablative Overlays on
Residual Stresses Introduced in IN718 SPF by
Laser Shock Peening
Abhishek Telang, Amrinder S. Gill, Gokul Ramakrishnan and
Vijay K. Vasudevan*
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
45221-0072, USA

Laser shock peening (LSP) was performed on IN718 SPF superalloy by
using two different kinds of ablative overlays: a black vinyl tape and an
Aluminum tape. The effect of ablative overlays on residual stresses
induced by LSP was investigated. Two different power densities were
used to peen the samples and in-depth residual stresses measured using
conventional X-ray difraction (XRD).. Results show that Aluminum tape
overlay introduced 100 to 150 MPa higher compressive residual stresses
in the material as compared with the vinyl tape.
Keywords: Superalloys; laser shock preening; residual stresses; X-ray difraction
(XRD); ablation overlays

1. INTRODUCTION
Laser shock peening (LSP) is a surface treatment process which is used to
impart deep compressive residual stresses on surfaces of metallic components.
LSP uses a high energy pulsed laser to ablate a thin opaque coating on the surface of the metal to be treated. Such pulses can instantaneously vaporize the
surface layer into a high temperature (about 10,000 oC) and generate high pressure (up to several GPa) surface plasma [1]. The plasma formation absorbs all

*Corresponding author’s e-mail: telangam@mail.uc.edu
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the energy and blocks further transmission and prorogation of the laser beam.
When this plasma blows away, it induces a shock wave into the material.
The direct ablation of materials causes plasma generation at the surface of
the material/overlay. This plasma dissipates as soon as the laser pulse ends, it
is not able to generate the high pressures required to create a shock wave.
Hence, the plasma is confined by the use of a transparent overlay, usually
glass or water. This confining media prevents the plasma from expanding
away from the surface, allowing more time for deposition of laser energy and
limits the expansion of plasma in the direction perpendicular to the surface of
material. The effective length of the resultant pressure pulse generated is generally two to five times the duration of laser pulse and the peak pressure
generated(up to tens of GPa) by this method can be up to 10 times higher
compared to the direct ablation [2]. The shock wave deforms the near surface
regions of the materials, introducing a non-uniform plastic deformation. The
surrounding material and the subsurface material react to this, resulting in
introduction of residual stresses in the near surface regions of the material.
During the laser interaction with a sample surface, the treated zone is
dilated by the thermal effects and is then compressed by the surrounding matter, creating a compressive stress field. After the deposition time, the treated
zone is restored by mechanical action of the untreated matter. The resulting
surface residual stresses are consequently tensile stresses [3].
To avoid this problem, an overlay, opaque to the laser (typically black
paint, tape or a variety of metallic tapes) is applied to the surface of the component being peened. This sacrificial layer is known as protective coating or
ablative coating. It plays two roles: protecting the sample surface from thermal effects, as now no ablation of the material occurs and also it enhances the
formation of plasma[4]. This helps in creating a pure mechanical effect in the
material with no thermal effects. Although the advantages of using an opaque
over lay are apparent, the process is time consuming as it involves a repetitive
removal of overlay and cleanup of the surface. Some of the factors that can
affect shock wave generation include thickness of the overlay, its laser interaction response and acoustic impedance[2]. A wide range of coating have
been studied, including black paint, Al, Zn, Pb [5, 6]. In commercial applications, aluminum tape, black vinyl tape and black paint are predominantly
used.
Fairand et al. [5] studied the pressure wave generated by various combinations of different transparent overlays (water and quartz) and ablative materials (black paint, Al and Zn). At lower power densities, Zn and black paint
overlay generated higher pressures than Al. It was argued that thermal properties of the ablative layer played a role in magnitude of pressure generated.
Acoustic impedance of overlay material was considered to play a much
smaller role. Zn, with lower thermal conductivity could confine heat to interaction zone for longer durations while the higher conductivity aluminum lets
the energy diffuse away. Zn also has low heat of vaporization, which means
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that less energy goes into internal phase change and hence more energy is
available for heating the plasma. The end result being Zn and black paint
were able to generate pressure pulses of longer duration and higher magnitude than Al. At high power densities (>1 GW/cm2), the choice of ablative
material did not matter and generated similar peak pressures.
Similar results were obtained by Clauer et al. [6] in studying the plastic
deformation produced in Fe-3 wt% Si alloy, by use of different overlays. In
comparing use of no overlay, just plasma confining quartz overlay, just ablative Pb overlay and a combination of both confining quartz and ablative Pb
layer. At lower power densities, combination quartz and ablative Pb layer
lead to greatest deformation in the samples. The magnitude of deformation
actually decreased with increased power densities. The reason for this was
thought to be lower threshold for plasma formation in lead overlay, leading to
plasma reflecting subsequent energy away from specimen.
Other studies by indicate that the thermal properties of overlay material
are not as important Peyre and Fairand et al. [7, 8] concluded that different
materials used for ablative overlays did not produce markedly different
plasma pressures in the confined region. Their results indicate that enhanced
pressure pulse getting transferred to the material is the consequence of acoustic impedance mismatch between two materials at the interface (ablative layer
and the material being peened). They recorded a 30 to 50% enhancement is
peak pressure, when a Al coating was used compared to no coating being
used on 316L steel samples [9], which was attributed to impedance mismatch
effect i.e when shock wave passes from material 1 to material 2, the pressure
increases if Z1<Z2 (Z- Acoustic impedance)
The current study is limited to studying the effects of two different overlays for their effectiveness in producing compressive residual stresses in
IN718 SPF. Tapes made of vinyl and Aluminum with adhesive backing were
used. IN718 SPF alloy used in current study is a fine-grained Ni-base aero
engine superalloy, capable of super plastic forming. This allows complex
shapes to be produced that are otherwise difficult to achieve using conventional techniques. It is envisaged that ability to form complex parts by super
plastic forming can reduce manufacturing costs.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The Inconel 718 SPF alloy used in current study was obtained from Special
Metals Corporation in a sheet form of dimensions 250 x 250 mm2 and
thickness of 2 mm. The nominal composition of Alloy IN718SPF is given
in Table 1.
The as-received sheet had been annealed and heat-treated to achieve AMS
5950 specifications for mechanical properties. Coupons of dimensions 38 x
38 x 2 mm3 were sectioned from this sheet using electrical discharge machin-
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TABLE 1
Nominal Chemical Composition (wt%) of IN718 SPF Alloy.
Ni
50-55

Cr

Nb

Mo

Al

Ti

C

Si

Mn

Cu

Fe

17-21

4.5-5.8

2.8-3.3

0.2-1.0'

0.3-1.3

0.1
(max)

0.75
(max)

0.5
(max)

0.75
(max)

Balance

FIGURE 1
(a) Optical Micrograph and (b) IPF map of IN718 SPF.

ing (EDM). These coupons were then heat treated to 750 °C for 5 hours to
remove any machining stresses and also to cause precipitation of γ’/γ’’ to
harden the material. For metallographic studies, a sample was polished to
mirror finish. Part of polished sample was etched using a solution of 100 mL
HCL and 0.5 mL H2O2 to perform optical microscopy. The same sample was
also used for orientation imaging microscopy using Electron backs cattered
Diffraction (EBSD).
Figure 1 shows the microstructure of the heat treated IN718 SPF alloy.
The grain size was determined to be ~ 6 mm (ASTM 10 or higher). Figure
1(a) is an optical micrograph and Figure 1 (b) is the inverse pole figure (IPF)
map obtained using Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD)/ orientation
imaging microscopy (OIM) in an FEI XL-30 scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The IPF map suggests that grains are randomly oriented in the material. Fine grain size and absence of texture create good conditions for stress
measurement by x-ray diffraction.
The LSP treatments were performed using a GEN I Q-switched Nd:Glass
laser (wavelength = 1.053 µm.) at Ohio Center for Laser Shock Processing
for Advanced Materials and Devices in University of Cincinnati. Samples
were peened in a water confinement mode with following two conditions:
1.
2.

Energy=8.23 J, Pulse width=28.6 ns, spot size (diameter) = 2 mm, power
density ~ 9 GW/cm2.
Energy=15.24 J, Pulse width=25.3 ns, spot size=2.18 mm, power density
~16 GW/cm2.
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FIGURE 2
LSP schematic and sample geometry.

Two patches (one each with an overlay of Al tape and vinyl tape) of 10 mm x
10mm were LSP-treated from both sides, on each coupon, at diagonally
opposite corners. A 15 mm distance was kept between patch and sample
edges to avoid any edge effects while peening and subsequent stress measurements. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the LSP process and the sample
geometry. The thickness of vinyl tape and Al tape was 130 µm and 60 µm
respectively. The adhesive on the back, in both the tapes was 10-15 µm thick.
Residual stresses were analyzed at the center of each patch in two orthogonal directions using conventional X-ray diffraction (with sin2Ψ technique)
with electrolytic layer removal. Proto LXRD, a single axis goniometer using
Ω geometry was used. Alignment of instruments was checked before each set
of measurements using a standard sample (316 stainless steel powder in this
case) in accordance with ASTM E915-96 (“Verifying the Alignment of X-ray
Diffraction Instrumentation for Residual Stress Measurement”).
To measure strains in depth, layer removal was done on the whole patch,
using a solution of sulfuric acid and Methanol (12.5: 87.5% by volume). Fine
layer removal was done in initial 50 µm depth (step size of ~5 µm), followed
by a step size of 20 µm rest of the depth. This allowed for detailed mapping
of stress fields in near surface regions. The data was corrected for stress gradients and layer removal. The X-ray elastic constants were measured in
accordance with ASTM E1426-94 (“Determining the Effective Elastic
Parameter for X-ray Diffraction Measurements of Residual Stress”). Detailed
residual stress measurement parameters are provided in table 2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Laser shock peening introduced deep compressive residual stresses of high
magnitude in all the conditions of this study. Figure 3 shows the Residual
stress as a function of distance from peened surface for two power densities:
9 GW/cm2 and 16 GW/cm2, for two ablative coatings.
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TABLE 2
XRD Parameters for Residual Stress Measurement.
Item

Description

Detector

PSSD (Position sensitive scintillation detector), 20o 2θ range

Power

25 KV and 25 mA

Radiation

Mn Kα1 (λ = 2.10314Ao)

Tilt angles

0o, 2.58o, 9.07o, 12.45o, 18.8o, 23.0o (Equal steps of sin2 ψ)

Aperture size(dia)

1 mm

Plane(Bragg’s Angle)

{311} set of planes. Bragg’s angle: 152 o

X-ray elastic constant

S2/2: 6.37 x 10-6 MPa-1

The residual stresses were -56 MPa on the untreated material before LSP.
In all cases, depth of compressive stress fields extended to around 550 to 600
mm deep from the treated surface. Clearly, in both energy conditions, Al tape
overlay introduced higher compressive residual stresses in near surface
regions than the black vinyl tape. For 9 GW/cm2 condition, Vinyl tape overlay
introduced a compressive stress of -580 MPa on surface while the Al tape
introduced -810 MPa. Going further into depth, Al tape overlay shows stresses
which are consistently 100-150 MPa higher in magnitude than those in case
of vinyl tape. After a depth of 300 microns the vinyl tape profile showed a
slightly higher compression. This could be due to the high compensating tensile stresses reducing the compressive stress values. Similar trends were seen
in other orthogonal direction of measurements, so only results from only inplane component are presented.
In 16 GW/cm2 power density condition, the Al tape overlay produced ~
-800 MPa in near surface regions while Vinyl tape introduced ~ -680 MPa. In
this case, the Al tape produced higher compression throughout the depth of
compressive stress field (~ 600 µm). After 300 µm, the both stress profile
come closer, as shock wave attenuates rapidly in nickel and hence plastic
deformation caused on both cases becomes similar.
Diffraction peak FWHM gives an idea indication of lattice distortion
(plastic strain) introduced in the material. Figure 4 shows the FWHM as a
function of distance for all peening conditions. In both power densities,
FWHM is higher for Al tape overlay. This indicates that plastic deformation
introduced (and hence the peak pressure produced) is higher in case of Al
overlay. Hence peak pressure in Al tape overlay must have been higher than
in vinyl tape overlay.
For a given overlay, higher power densities also produced higher residual
stresses. For Al tape overlay, power density of 9 GW/cm2 introduced a maximum stress of ~-800 MPa and with 16 GW/cm2, -860 MPa albeit a little
below the surface. Similarly, for vinyl tape overlay, at 9 GW/cm2 the maxi-
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FIGURE 3
Residual stress versus. distance from peened surface for (a) 9 GW/cm2condition and (b) 16 GW/
cm2 condition, for two ablative coatings.

mum stress introduced was -580 MPa and for 16 GW/cm2 it increased to -680
MPa. The increase in magnitude of compressive residual stresses with
increase in power density is seen. A similar trend can be observed in diffraction peak FWHM, with a higher power density inducing higher peak broadening due to the higher plastic deformation.
The magnitude of residual stresses and diffraction peak FWHM values
for both power densities is not very different. This is due to the water
(confinement layer) breakdown which happens at high power densities,
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FIGURE 4
Diffraction peak FWHM versus. Distance from peened surface for (a) 8J energy condition and
(b) 16J Energy condition, for two ablative layers

leading to formation of parasitic plasma at surface of water, leading to
saturation of pressure pulse. The phenomenon has been observed and
there are several studies available in literature [10-12]. Subsequent stud-
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ies with our laser system have shown to achieve saturation pressure at
power density of ~ 10 GW/cm2. Hence, in the current study although the
powers densities are very different, the pressure pulse generated by them
must have been rather similar.
Fabbro et al. [13] modeled the confined ablation mode and related peak
pressure of the plasma with laser power density. The relationship between
peak plasma pressure and laser power density is given by
P(GPa ) = 0.01

α
• Z ( g.cm −2 .s −1 ) • I 0 (GW / cm 2 )
2α + 3

(1)

where P is peak plasma pressure, Io Incident laser power density, a Fraction
of energy used in creating plasma (typically a=0.25 to 0.4)[12] and Z reduced
shock impedance between metal component and target

Here Z is given by
2
1
1
=
+
Z ZT arg et Z Ablativeoverlay

(2)

where ZTarget and ZAblative overlay are the impedance of target and the ablative
overlay in our case a black vinyl tape.
The acoustic impedance of vinyl is 0.25*106 g cm-2 S-1 [15] Aluminum
is 1.45*106 g cm-2 S-1 [14] and that of the Nickel is 4.14*106 g cm-2 S-1
[14]. For vinyl tape-Nickel interface Z =0.4715*106g cm-2 S-1 and for Al
tape-Nickel interface Z = 2.148*106 g cm-2 S-1[14]. Clearly, Al tape should
produce higher pressure pulse than a vinyl interface. As discussed earlier,
acoustic impedance type mismatches result in pressure increase when
transmitting shock waves from low acoustic impedance material to a high
acoustic impedance material. Whenever there is a difference in acoustic
impedances of the materials at an interface, some energy will be reflected.
The fraction of energy that is reflected is given by the reflection coefficient, R:
 Z − Z1 
R= 2

 Z 2 + Z1 

2

(3)

where Z1 and Z2 are the acoustic impedances of the first and second material
at an interface respectively. R for a vinyl-nickel interface comes to 0.75 and
for an Al-Nickel interface is 0.23. Hence, Al-Ni interface is much more efficient at the energy transmission.
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Another advantage of Al tape was that it did not spall or damage after one
laser impact. The vinyl tape overlay was damaged after each impact and this
necessitates leaving some space between successive laser shots. That means,
the process has to be stopped to remove damaged tape, and clean the surface
before a new tape is applied, in between peening sequences. In case of Al
overlay, the tape was able to withstand up to two impacts at same location
before damaging thus needing fewer changes of overlay in between sequences,
making process faster.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Laser shock peening (LSP) was performed in a water confinement mode on
IN718 SPF alloy using two different power densities (9 GW/cm2 and 16 GW/
cm2) and two different ablative overlays: Al tape and a black vinyl tape. LSP
introduced deep compressive stresses in all conditions, with depth of compression extending up to 600 µm from the peened surface. Al tape overlay
was able to introduce substantially higher compressive stresses as compared
to a vinyl tape overlay. This is due to the fact that a higher fraction of energy
is reflected for the vinyl tape at the metal ablative layer interface, than the Al
tape. So even though the vinyl tape has low heat of vaporization and hence
should form plasma easier, it transmits lesser energy into the material than
achieved by Al tape. Al tape was also able to last longer during processing,
reducing processing time.

NOMENCLATURE
Ae
Cp
d
h
k
Lev
Mw
P
Pg
P0
T
Ts
v
w
wk
w0

Energy coupling factor, <1
Specific heat at constant pressure (J/kgK)
Kerf depth (m)
Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Latent heat of evaporation (J/kg)
Molecular weight of assisting gas (g/mol)
Power input in the workpiece (W)
Ni gas pressure (Pa)
Power input at the workpiece surface (W)
Temperature (K)
Surface temperature (K)
Laser beam cutting speed (m/s)
Laser beam waist diameter at workpiece surface (m)
Kerf width (m)
Beam waist diameter at surface when focus setting is nominal (m)
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Greek symbols
β
Fraction of evaporation contribution, <1
ρ
Density of workpiece material (kg/m3)
ρg
Density of assisting gas (kg/m3)
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Effect of Laser Shock Peening (LSP) Without
Coating on the Surface Morphology and
Mechanical Properties of Nickel Alloy
Aniket Kulkarni, S. Prabhakaran, Siddarth Chettri and
S. Kalainathan*
Laser Materials Processing Laboratory, Centre for Crystal Growth, VIT University,
Vellore-632014, Tamil Nadu, India

This paper delineates the effects of low energy laser shock peening (LSP)
without coating on Monel K-400 specimen. Comparative study of X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis of the treated specimen with untreated specimen suggests the presence of compressive residual stress and grain refinement. The crystalline size has been calculated for peened and unpeened
samples using the Scherrer’s equation from the XRD data. The residual
stress analysis was carried out using the XRD sin2 Ψ method. The results
indicate high amount of compressive residual stress has been induced in
the specimen after the LSP process. The surface topography result dictates that there is a considerable increase in the surface roughness after
the laser peening process. The hardness profile of the material was
increased from a 144.5 to 150.7 HV.
Keywords: Laser shock peening without coating (LSPwC); surface morphology;
X-ray diffraction (XRD); residual stress; hardness

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of nickel-copper alloys has dramatically increased in the field of marine
engineering due its corrosion resistant properties. Monel K-400 which possesses
high strength and durability over a wide-ranging temperature and its superb resistance to many corrosive conditions has made it an essential component in auto*Corresponding author's e-mail: kalainathan@yahoo.com
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motive as well as in aerospace[1-3]. Therefore, the alloy has been used extensively
in many applications such as chemical processing equipment, gasoline and fresh
water tanks, crude petroleum stills, valves and pumps, propeller shafts, marine
fixtures and fasteners, electrical and electronic components, de-aerating heaters,
process vessels and piping, boiler feed water heaters and other heat exchangers,
and etc. [2,3]. Monel K-400 has an excellent mechanical property at subzero
temperatures. Its strength and hardness upsurge with only slight enhancement of
ductility-to-brittle transition even when refrigerated to the temperature of liquid
hydrogen. This is in noticeable contrast to numerous ferrous materials which are
fragile at low temperature in spite of their better strength [4].
Monel K-400 provides special resistance to hydrofluoric acid in all concentrations up to the boiling point. It is possibly the most resistant of all generally
used engineering alloys. It is resistant to many methods of sulfuric and hydrochloric acids under reducing circumstances. Therefore, in order to add-up to
these unique and excellent properties of Monel K-400 we make use of a process
called laser shock peening (LSP) with respect to other processes like shot peening and ultrasonic peening [5]. In shot peening, we make use of a hard media
(metal, ceramic, etc.), by accelerating the media at a high velocity towards the
specimen surface which as a result induces plastic deformation and hence the
compressive residual stress. The main drawback of this process is that the
depths and magnitudes of residual stress are comparably less than that of laser
peening [6]. In ultrasonic peening, we make use of an electro-mechanical
method in order to generate shock waves, which are induced into the material
by means of vibrating steel pins attached to a calibrated frequency controller.
The disadvantage of using this method is that most ultrasonic peening are handheld tools which possess difficulties with repeatability and consistency.
Laser shock peening LSP method has potential to improve the mechanical
properties of Cu-Ni alloys, the present study has been done to basically
understand the effects of laser shock peening of LSP on the deformation
microstructure, hardness, residual stress, and in this Monel K 400 specimen.
The results of all the characterization point out the effectiveness of the laser
shock peening without coating (LSPwC) method for inducing elastic and
plastic deformation in Cu-Ni alloy and thus enhancing its performance
[1,2,4]. A variation of this method is the technique of LSPwC where the specimens are peened without a conventional coating [5-7]. Qiao Hongchao et al.
have shown that beneficial changes in the specimen’s microstructure have
been caused due to LSP [4]. The present study focuses on the nickel based
super alloy - Monel K-400 which possesses high strength and durability over
a wide- ranging temperature and its superb resistance to many corrosive conditions has made it an essential component in automotive as well as in aerospace. The effects of LSP on the material have been extensively studied by
Sano et al. [8].
LSP is an innovative and the most reliable technique to enhance the surface
properties of a material by imparting deep compressive residual stress and
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enhancing the fatigue life since the LSP creates grain refinement by inducing
plastic deformation [9]. LSP makes use of high energy laser beam to irradiate
the ablative layer on the work piece which then vaporizes and converts into
plasma after absorbing energy from the laser pulses. Owing to the restraining
effect of the apparent layer (usually water), the short duration (ns) shock wave
pressure of plasma is amplified (up to several GPa) and starts to proliferate into
the material [10]. As soon as the induced shock pressure increases higher than
the dynamic yield strength of the treated material, a plastic deformation and
compressive stress occurs at the surface and subsurface layer of the work piece.
[10] One of the major drawbacks of LSPwC is that there is a high possibility of
generating a residual tensile stress on the top of the specimen surface. This
phenomenon happens due to elevated thermal effect, the surface softening and
re-solidification. This phenomenon occurs at the specimen surface or few
microns below it due to laser material interaction [11]. Therefore, the magnitude of compressive residual stress generated is affected. Hence, to eradicate
these problems low energy laser can be considered to be a right solution by
tuning the experimental parameters [12].

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND METHODS
2.1. Material and specimen preparation
The Monel K-400 sheet was purchased commercially with a thickness of 30
mm. The chemical composition of Monel K-400 is given in table 1. A specimen
of measurements 4 cm × 2 cm × 2 mm was set up by cutting a 30 mm thick
Monel K-400 sheet by electric discharge machining (EDM) wire cutting
machine. The mechanical properties of the base material are displayed in table
2. The specimens were polished with emery sheets with grinding range from
100 - 2000 and were profoundly cleaned to a mirror finish. This was done
before the specimen was treated with LSP without coating.
2.2. Laser shock peening without coating (LSPwC)
A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operating at the fundamental wavelength of
1064 nm was used for LSPwC. There is no sacrificial coating was used hence
the name without coating is added to LSP. The LSPwC experiment was performed at room temperature (25º C) condition [11]. This was delivered to the
material surface with the help of a dichromatic mirror and a plano convex

TABLE 1
Chemical composition of Monel K-400.
Ni (wt%)
63.0

C (wt %)

Mn (wt%)

Fe (wt%)

S (wt%)

Si (wt%)

Cu (wt%)

0.3

2.0

2.5

0.024

0.5

28.0-34.0
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TABLE 2
Mechanical properties of base material (Monel K-400).

Material
Monel K-400

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Yield strength
(MPa)

Modulus of
Elasticity (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

517-620

172-345

179

0.32

lens of focal length 300 mm [8]. The dichromatic mirror was kept at an angle
of 45 º and after that the plano convex lens was placed as shown in fig.1. The
lens is protected from the water spilling during the time of peening by an
electric drier which is placed near the lens. The specimen was placed on a
specimen holder stage which was placed on a computer controlled X-Y translation stage (SVP lasers, India). A short program was written to control the
movement of this X-Y translation stage. A thin jet of tap water was used as a
containment layer. The thickness of the containment layer was maintained to
be 1 to 2 mm throughout the experiment [11]. Another use of the water jet
was to continuously remove the ablated material from the specimen surface
so as to keep the surface clean while subjecting to LSP. The LSPwC parameters are given in table 3. The laser pulse density Np of the laser can be controlled by controlling the velocity of the transitional stage. The pulse density
was kept constant in this experiment [13].
If we assume VX to be the velocity of the specimen in the x-axis and the
pitch in the y-axis as YP, then we have,
Vx = 1 / Np × F

(1)

FIGURE 1
Schematic representation of LSP without coating process for Monel K-400 specimen (The specimen image is displayed inside the box) [11].
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TABLE 3
Laser shock peening without coating parameters.

Pulse Energy
350 mJ

Pulse
duration

Repetition
Rate

Power
density

Pulse
density

Spot
diameter

10 ns

10 Hz

6.96 GWcm-2

800 pulses cm-2

0.8 mm

Yp = 1 / Np

(2)

where, NP is the laser pulse density and F is the laser pulse repetition rate.
[14]
The peak power density G and the coverage CV can be determined by the
above formulae
CV= APNP

(3)

G = EP/ (APτ)

(4)

where, AP is the beam spot area which is equal to πD2/ 4 and τ is the duration
of the pulse width in FWHM, which is maintained constant in the present
experiment [14].
2.3. Characterization procedure
The specimen is subjected to X-ray diffraction (XRD). Crystallographic analysis was carried out using Scherrer’s formula:

T=

Kλ
β cos θ

(5)

where T is crystallite size in angstroms, λ is the wavelength of X-ray, β is the
full width half maxima and θ is the glancing angle [15].
The depth wise compressive stress estimations are taken as indicated by
the X-beam diffraction sin2 Ψ technique. The X-ray beam of 4 mm2 at the
diffractive edge of 44° is measured by Xpert Pro framework (PANalytical,
Netherlands) at a working voltage of 45 kV and current of 40 mA utilizing Cu
Kα-radiation with PRS X-beam detector [11]. The electrolyte polishing progressive layer removal procedure is received for depth examination of compressive residual stress. It is preceded by applying 80% methanol and 20%
perchloric acid solution and by controlling the voltage (18V) with steady
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electro polishing time duration. According to ASTM: E384 standard, the
transverse cross-sectional specimens are utilized to quantify Vickers micro
hardness [14] estimations with a steady load of (50 gf) was applied for 10 sec
duration.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
The existence of significant peaks at 44° of 2θ edge shows the presence of
retained austenite in both the peened and unpeened specimens [15]. There
is shift in the peak in the treated specimen, showing that the LSPwC treatment brings about the induced lattice strain. Another reason for the shift
in the peak is due to the disorientation of the crystalline structure. This is
due to the intense shock wave produced by the LSPwC process. From the
detailed review of XRD we can get to know that the crystallite size has
been reduced altogether after the LSPwC treatment, thus showing grain
refinement. From figure (b) we can see that after the laser peening that the
intensity of the peak of the treated specimen is more than that of unpeened
specimen. This is a direct result of high dislocation density that is accomplished because of LSPwC. It also tells us that there is residual stress is
available in the specimen. Fig. 2, 3 and 4 show the X-ray Diffraction
graphs.

FIGURE 2
Indexed XRD plot diffraction graph of model K-400.
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FIGURE 3
Magnified image of XRD peaks at angles 44 and 51°.

FIGURE 4
Magnified image of XRD peaks at angles 76, 93 and 97 º.

3.2. Atomic force microscope (AFM) analysis
The topographical examination of the specimen which was treated with LSPwC
was done utilizing ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPE (AFM). The test was
performed on an area of 2 µm × 2 µm and sampling length was set as 0.5 mm
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FIGURE 5
Atomic force microscopy for un-peened Monel K-400 specimen.

for the estimations. Owning to disintegration of the surface quality most of the
component breakdown begins at the surface. The surface stability of the treated
specimen and the untreated specimen was assessed as surface roughness and
surface topography [14]. The surface topography of the specimen surfaces are
shown in the figure (Fig.5 and 6). From the figure it can be observed that after
LSPwC, the valleys are more in LSPwC specimen. So, the nominal amount of
surface roughness increment in the LSPwC specimen also supports for the corrosion resistance. The laser shot indentation is the main purpose behind the
suppression of peak to valley. Thus from AFM surface topography [11] it can

FIGURE 5
Atomic force microscopy for peened Monel K-400 specimen
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be seen that the laser peened specimen surface shows more surface roughness
than unpeened specimen surface. LSPwC creates nominal increment in the surface roughness of the material and this nominal increment supports the corrosion resistance of the specimen.
3.3. Residual stress analysis
The Residual stress calculation of the peened and unpeened specimen was
done by X-ray diffraction sin2ψ technique [14], where ψ is the point between
the normal to the surface and the normal to the diffraction plane. The residual
stress was measured in the sigma-x direction [16]. The initial value of the
residual stress is because of the manufacturing procedure. The values of
residual stress for unpeened specimen were 13.7 and 31.4 MPa at the surface
and depth of 50 microns respectively. The values of residual stress for peened
specimen were measured to be -119.9 and -142.7 MPa at surface and at a
depth of 50 microns respectively. It can be thus seen that the compressive
residual stress was induced in the sample after the LSP process. Laser peened
surface demonstrated higher compressive residual stress contrasted with that
of the unpeened surface.
3.4. Microhardness analysis
The microhardness was measured using Vickers Hardness Test with varying
depths. The normal hardness of the untreated specimens were calculated till
a depth of 500 microns. Its value was 144.5 HV. Normal hardness of LSPwC
specimen was observed to be risen and calculated to be 150.7 HV. At a profundity of 100 microns in the peened sample the value of hardness attained a
maximum value of 156 HV at that point bit by bit began diminishing with
increasing profundity, till it indicated comparable hardness values as the
untreated specimen at 700 microns profundity. This outcome can be explained
due the damping of the intensity of the shock wave with depth distance in the
material. This is due to the strain hardening effect of LSPwC. The precipitates which are dispersed at the sub-grain boundaries and also inside the

TABLE 4
Residual stress measurement parameters.
CuKα
X ray tube Voltage

20KV

X ray tube Current

5mA

Diffractive plate

222

Diffraction angle 2θ

76°

X ray irradiated area

2 mm

X ray detector

PSSD
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FIGURE 7
The Vickers microhardness profile for unpeened and LSPwC Monel K-400 specimens.

grains obstruct the movement of dislocations giving rise to higher strength in
a material.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Laser Shock Peening without Coating studies on Monel K-400 showed an
improvement in the surface stress values. The micro hardness test confirmed
that the LSPwC process resulted in work hardening as well as the increase in
the depth of hardened layer. Increase in the surface roughness was reported
after the laser peening process the surface roughness analysis reported an
increase in the surface roughness after laser peening thus indicating an increase
in the corrosion resistance of the material. Comparative studies of peened and
unpeened specimens indicate grain refinement has taken place in the peened
specimen which is supported by (XRD) and (AFM) results. More confirmation
study is required to identify the improvement in fatigue and wear resistance.
Low energy Nd:YAG laser is feasible to perform laser shock peening (LSP).
When using low energy laser, peening without sacrificial coating is more beneficial to induce higher magnitude compressive stress. Shot peening produces
excess amount of surface roughness. LSP produces nominal amount of surface
roughness which will support for the corrosion resistance of Monel K-400.
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Key Factors and Applications of
Cavitation Peening
Hitoshi Soyama*
Department of Finemechanics, Tohoku University, 6-6-01 Aoba Aramaki Aoba-ku,
Sendai 980-8579, Japan

The impacts generated when cavitation bubbles collapse can be used for
the mechanical treatment of surfaces in the same way as shot peening. A
peening method that uses cavitation impacts is called “cavitation peening”. In the present review, the principles of cavitation peening are
explained in order to illustrate the difference between cavitation peening
and water jet peening. The key factors in cavitation peening, such as the
type of cavitating jet, the standoff distance, the nozzle geometry, the cavitation number, the processing speed, the nozzle throat diameter, the
injection pressure and the tank pressure are shown with experimental
results. A semi-empirical equation to predict the peening intensity for a
given nozzle and given operating conditions is proposed. The results of
practical applications of cavitation peening, such as improving the fatigue
strength of a material or suppressing hydrogen embrittlement, are also
shown and compared with the results from shot peening.
Keywords: Cavitating jet; cavitation peening; fatigue strength; residual stress;
shot peening; pulse laser; water jet peening

1. INTRODUCTION
Cavitation can cause severe damage in hydraulic machinery, such as
pumps, screw propellers and valves, since it produces severe impacts due
to micro jets and/or shock waves generated when bubbles collapse [1].
Nevertheless, this phenomenon can be utilized for the mechanical treat-
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ment of surfaces in the same way as shot peening. A peening method that
uses cavitation impacts is called “cavitation peening” [2-4] or “cavitation
shotless peening” [5], as the shot normally used in shot peening is not
required. In the case of cavitation peening, the treated surface is smooth
compared with that after conventional shot peening, as there are no collisions between solid objects. Also, since shot is not used, there is neither
contamination nor any transfer of material. Although a submerged highspeed water jet is used to produce cavitation, cavitation peening is different from “water jet peening” [6-8], in which the peening is done by the
impacts of small water masses. In order to get better peening effects using
cavitation peening, understanding the mechanisms of cavitation peening
and the differences between cavitation peening and water jet peening is
very important.
Changes in the residual stress by cavitation impact within a limited
region of a cavitation tunnel has been reported [9], as have changes in the
stress on the surfaces of metallic powders by ultrasonic cavitation [10].
On the other hand, in order to mitigate stress corrosion cracking in pressure vessels filled with water in nuclear power plants, methods to introduce compressive residual stress into submerged stainless steel were
investigated in the late 1980s and the 1990s. Methods using pulsed laser
without a coating [11] and impacts from small water masses in a submerged water jet, so a, “water jet peening” [12] were proposed for this.
Soyama et al. [13] and then Hirano et al. [14] proposed the practical use
of a submerged water jet with cavitation, i.e., cavitation (a cavitating jet),
to introduce compressive residual stress into materials [15]. The technique using a cavitating jet has been applied to nuclear power plants to
mitigate stress corrosion cracking in pressure vessels [16]. Soyama et al.
succeeded in improving the fatigue strength of hard metallic materials
such as silicon manganese steel [17] and carbonized chrome-molybdenum steel alloy [18] by enhancing the aggressive intensity of cavitation
peening using a pressurized chamber [19]. By optimizing the nozzle
geometry for a cavitating jet [20, 21], the aggressive intensity of a jet
without a pressurized chamber could be enhanced by a factor of 80 compared to cavitating jets developed in the 1990’s. In order to summarize
and discuss cavitation peening, “The 1st International Workshop on Cavitation Peening and Related Phenomena” was held in Sendai, October
27-29, 2015. This was organized by the Society of Surface Mechanics
Design, and 38 papers were presented in the workshop.
In the case of conventional cavitation peening, a high speed water jet is
injected into a water filled chamber. In this case, the target to be treated is
put into a water filled chamber, and large items, which cannot be placed
in the chamber, cannot be treated. In order to introduce compressive
residual stress into the outer surfaces of tanks, pipes and other large components without using a water filled chamber, a cavitating jet in air was
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realized by injecting a high speed water jet into a low speed water jet
using a concentric nozzle [22-24]. An optimized cavitating jet in air can
introduce a larger compressive residual stress into the subsurface compared with a cavitating jet in water [25]. Further research on cavitating
jets in air has been followed by a research group at the Georgia Institute
of Technology and Boeing [26].
Although it is believed that the shock wave induced by laser abrasion has
been used for submerged laser peening [27], the impact generated by collapsing bubbles developed after laser abrasion, and which behave in the same way
as cavitation bubbles, was larger than that due to the laser abrasion [28]. In
this review, the formation of bubbles due to laser abrasion is called laser
cavitation. When the impact induced by laser cavitation is used for peening,
the surface can be peened twice, first, by laser abrasion and then by laser
cavitation, by a single laser pulse. Thus, understanding the mechanisms and
the key factors of cavitation peening is beneficial in that this can help us
improve the peening efficiency of submerged laser peening.
The cavitation peening mechanism is entirely different to the mechanism for water jet peening, and when these peening methods are confused, not only the peening effect is insufficient, but also the peened
surface can be damaged [29]. As mentioned above, the impacts due to
cavitation bubbles collapsing is important for cavitation peening. The
cavitation impact at constant ambient pressure does not increase as the
injection pressure of the cavitating jet is increased, and the peening intensity at injection pressures that are too high decreases with increasing
injection pressure; thus, there is an optimum injection pressure for introducing compressive residual stress [30]. On the other hand, in the case of
water jet peening, the peening intensity increases with increasing injection pressure, as the impact from the small water masses and/or shot in the
water jet increases with this.
Although cavitation impacts are useful for the mechanical treatment of
surfaces, as mentioned above, it should be borne in mind that cavitation erosion is still a major problem in hydraulic machinery and other systems in
frontier science and technology, such as, for example, neutron sources that
use mercury targets [31]. Tests on materials using a cavitating jet have been
done in order to evaluate the resistance of materials to cavitation erosion [32].
Knowledge of the key factors in cavitation peening, such as the cavitation
number and the scale effect, is important to enable the application of this
technology and to estimate and/or reduce cavitation erosion.
In order to enable us to obtain better peening effects using cavitation peening without damage to the surface the key factors of cavitation peening are
reviewed with experimental results in this paper. The effects of mechanical
surface modification such as improvement in the fatigue characteristics and
the suppression of hydrogen embrittlement by cavitation peening are demonstrated experimentally.
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2. HOW TO PRODUCE CAVITATION
2.1. Cavitation
Cavitation is a hydrodynamic phenomenon from the liquid phase to the gas
phase produced by increasing the flow velocity to reduce the pressure. Bernoulli’s equation is
1
ρ v 2 + p = const.
2 L

(1)

where v, ρL and p are the flow velocity, density of the liquid and pressure,
respectively. When the velocity of the liquid increases such that p = pv, where
pv is the vapour pressure of the liquid, the liquid becomes vapour, i.e., vapour
- the gas phase. Note that vaporous cavitation starts at p < pv, and gaseous
cavitation is initiated at p > pv, because of the cavitation nuclei, which is
explained later in this paper. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram illustrating the development and collapse of cavitation. First, a cavitation bubble is
generated from a tiny bubble, which is dissolved in the liquid, the same as in
nucleate boiling. These small bubbles are called cavitation nuclei. When the
velocity decreases, the vapour goes back into liquid form. At this stage, the
vapour bubble shrinks and collapses, and then rebounds. If it shrinks near to

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of the development of the and collape of cavitation.
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a solid surface, the bubble is deformed and produces a micro-jet on the far
side from the solid surface [1]. The speed of the micro-jet may reach several
hundreds m/s and approach 1500 m/s, which is the speed of sound in water.
This is one of the reasons why the impact due to cavitation is severe and why
it results in plastic deformation and/or erosion of the metallic surface. The
other reason is the shock wave produced at the rebound. As mentioned above,
cavitation starts from a tiny bubble, a cavitation nucleus, and the inner pressure for cavitation bubbles is about the same as the vapour pressure, which
for water at room temperature is about 3 kPa. Thus, when small amounts of
air are present in cavitation bubbles, they rebound after shrinking due to the
gas inside them. After collapsing, residual bubbles, which contain air and
products arising from radicals, are formed in the water [33]. When the residual bubbles are entrained into the cavitating region, they act as cavitation
nuclei [34]. When air is injected into the cavitating region, the cavitation and/
or vaporous bubbles grow larger; however, the cavitation impact becomes
weaker, as the shock wave becomes weaker. The reason for this is that the
rebound speed decreases due to the large amount of gas in the cavitation
bubbles. This effect is called the cushioning effect, and this aeration technique is used to reduce cavitation erosion. Note that the cavitation nuclei
enhance cavitation and produce severe cavitation erosion [21, 34]. It can be
concluded that cavitation nuclei enhance cavitation impacts but too many air
bubbles reduce the cavitation impact due to the cushioning effect.
In the case of cavitating flow, the cavitation number σ is the most important
parameter. The cavitation number is the normalized difference between the
pressure p and the vapour pressure pv [1]. The cavitation number σ through an
orifice depends on the upstream pressure of the orifice p1, the downstream pressure of the orifice p2 and pv and is defined by:
σ=

p − pv
p − pv p2
≈
= 2
1
p1 − p2
p1
ρL v 2
2

(2)

Note that the pressures in Equation (2) are absolute pressures. When the
relationships between p1, p2 and pv are such that p1 » p2 » pv, such as in a
cavitating jet, σ can be simplified, as in Equation (2). Cavitating flow with
a small cavitation number means that the cavitating region is large, and a
large cavitation number signifies that the cavitating region is reduced or has
disappeared. Normally, the cavitating region and/or cavitating length are
equivalent for the same cavitation number even though the flow velocity
may be different.
In cavitation research, spherical bubbles have been investigated both
numerically and experimentally [1, 35]. However, the type of cavitation that
causes severe cavitation erosion in pumps, valves and hydrofoils is “cloud
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cavitation” [36-38]. As cloud cavitation consists of tiny cavitation bubbles,
and takes place in the vortex core of the cavitating flow, it is sometimes called
“vortex cavitation” [36, 39-43]. A key parameter of vortex flow is the Reynolds number, which is a function of the velocity, size and kinematic viscosity
coefficient; thus, the size is as important a parameter as the velocity. As is
well known, the cavitation erosion rate drastically increases with the size of
hydraulic machinery and hydrofoils, a phenomenon known as the scaling
effect of cavitation erosion. The following power law for the rate of erosion,
ER, with respect to the size of hydraulic machinery, L, has been proposed, as
well as its relationship with the velocity v in the machinery [44, 45]:
E R ∝ Ln

(3)

ER ∝ vn

(4)

With this scaling effect, cloud cavitation, a cavitating vortex, is more
remarkable [41, 46]. It has been reported that micro-jets have also been
observed in a cavitating vortex [47]. Since cloud cavitation causes severe erosion in centrifugal pumps [39], numerical simulations of this have been done
and the possibility of enhancing the aggressive intensity at cloud cavitation
collapse has been shown [1]. The results of studies of this phenomenon suggest that micro-jets and a shock wave at rebound are the reasons why cloud
cavitation causes severe cavitation erosion. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram illustrating the development and collapse of cavitation for both spherical type cavitation and cloud type cavitation. A typical longitudinal cavitation
cloud arising downstream from a butterfly valve is shown in Figure 2 [37].
Longitudinal cavitation clouds cause severe erosion.
2.2. Methods for generating cavitation
For cavitation peening, aggressive cavitation such as longitudinal cloud cavitation as shown in Figure 2 is required for practical applications. One of the powerful methods used to generate such cavitation clouds is a submerged high speed
water jet with cavitation; that is, a cavitating jet [48, 49]. Figure 3 and Figure 4
show typical images of a cavitating jet impinging on a surface and a schematic
diagram of a cavitating jet. In Figure 3, the jet flows from left to right and the
white bubbles are due to cavitation. When a high speed water jet is injected into
water through a nozzle, vortex cavitation takes place in the shear layer around the
jet. The instances of vortex cavitation combine to form a large cavitation cloud,
and when this hits the target, a ring vortex cavitation is formed, part of which collapses resulting in longitudinal cloud cavitation. Even with a cavitating jet, there
is a potential core near the nozzle exit, and powerful impacts are produced by
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FIGURE 2
Typical image of vortex cavitation.

FIGURE 3
Typical image of a cavitating jet impinging on a surface.

small water masses downstream from the potential core. As mentioned later, the
impacts from these small water masses produce water jet peening effects.
The typical area peened by a cavitating jet is shown in Figure 5, which
shows a pure soft aluminum specimen after exposure for 1 minute to a cavitating jet with a nozzle throat diameter d = 2 mm at p1 = 30 MPa , p2 ≈ 0.1
MPa, σ ≈ 0.0033 and standoff distance s = 262 mm. Plastic deformation pits
can clearly be observed within an annulus of 60 mm outer diameter and 20
mm inner diameter. Thus, the cavitating jet can treat a region 30 times larger
than the diameter of the throat of the nozzle in this case. As mentioned above,
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FIGURE 4
Schematic diagram of a cavitating jet.

FIGURE 5
Typical area peened by a cavitating jet (pure aluminium, d = 2 mm, p1 = 30 MPa , p2 = 0.1 MPa,
s = 262 mm, t = 1 min).

cavitation impacts are produced by bubbles collapsing in longitudinal clouds
included in the ring vortex cavitation. The plastic deformation pits occur less
at the jet center, but are generated at the places where the cavitation bubbles
collapse. As shown in Figure 5, the soft aluminum specimen has been slightly
damaged at the jet center due to the impingement of small water masses in the
jet core. In the ring region, the sizes of the plastic deformation pits are several
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hundred micrometers in diameter and some pits are 1 or 2 mm in diameter. In
order to carry out a uniform treatment of the surface with a cavitating jet, the
nozzle or the target should be scanned. The optimum scanning pitch for uniform treatment can be obtained experimentally, by considering the distribution of the cavitation impacts induced by the jet [50].
A cavitation cloud, such as shown in Figure 3, sheds periodically [49, 51,
52], as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows periodic shedding in a cavitating
jet observed by a high-speed video camera. With p1 = 20 MPa and σ = 0.014,
the cavitation cloud is shed at 0.5, 0.9, 1.4 and 1.9 ms, thus the shedding frequency f is about 2.0 kHz. At p1 = 30 MPa and σ = 0.014, the frequency is 2.4
kHz, and is 3.2 kHz with p1 = 20 MPa and σ = 0.02. As the frequency changes
with constant injection pressure but different cavitation number, the frequency is independent of pressure fluctuations induced by the plunger pump.
Note that the shedding frequency increases with increasing injection pressure
and cavitation number. This example also demonstrates that the diameter of
the cavitating jet, as well as the cavitating length decreases with increasing
cavitation number. The Strouhal number, St, which is defined by the shedding
frequency, f, the maximum diameter of the cavitating jet, w, and the velocity
at the nozzle exit, U, is nearly constant at 0.18 [52]:
St =

fw
=0.18
U

(5)

When two opposing jets pressurized by two different plunger pumps are
injected into the same chamber, the shedding frequency was synchronized
[53]. This suggests that the pressure wave produced by the cavitation cloud
collapsing propagates upstream and breaks other cavitation clouds. From the
point of view of cavitation peening, the shedding frequency is closely related
to the aggressive intensity of the cavitating jet [21].
As mentioned above, for conventional cavitation peening, cavitation
bubbles are generated by injecting a high speed water jet into water. In the
present review, this sort of conventional cavitating jet is called “a cavitating jet in water”. For these applications, the target is placed in the water
filled chamber. However, the external surfaces of tanks and pipes are very
difficult to treat using this apparatus. To address this, Soyama realized “a
cavitating jet in air”, by injecting a high speed water jet into a low speed
water jet which was injected directly into the air using a concentric nozzle
[22, 23]. A typical cavitating jet in air is shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7,
both the high and low speed water jets flow vertically down. The periodic
wave pattern of the low speed water jet can be seen in Figure 7, and this is
produced by periodic shedding of the cavitation cloud induced by the
high speed water jet; that is, the frequency of the wave pattern of the low
speed water jet is equal to the cloud shedding frequency of the jet [23].
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FIGURE 6
Periodic shedding of cavitation clouds arising in a free cavitating jet (d = 2mm).

Note that the aggressive intensity of the jet depends appreciably on the
injection pressure of the low speed water jet and the nozzle geometry
[24]. Cavitating jets in air have been applied on commercial production
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FIGURE 7
Image of a cavitating jet in air (d = 1 mm, p1 = 30MPa).

lines, for example, on a hot dip continuous galvanizing line to remove
solid substances sticking to rolls [54].
For cavitating jets in water and air, the cavitation generally produced is
“hydrodynamic cavitation”. On the other hand, cavitation can also be produced by ultrasonic vibrations, in which case it is called “ultrasonic cavitation”. As mentioned in the introduction, changes in the residual stress in
metallic powders by ultrasonic cavitation have been reported [10]. Moreover,
the introduction of residual stress into metallic materials by ultrasonic cavitation has also been demonstrated [55]. To produce ultrasonic cavitation for the
mechanical treatment of a surface, a vibratory horn, which has been used for
cavitation erosion tests on materials [56], is normally used. Note that a cavitating jet for materials testing has also been standardized by ASTM International as mentioned in the introduction [32]. Although optimization of the
conditions for ultrasonic cavitation, such as the tip geometry, has been investigated [57], the applications are limited, as the aggressive intensity of ultrasonic cavitation changes significantly with the distance from the tip to the
treated surface [58].
In the case of laser peening, it is believed that the shock waves induced by
laser abrasion in water are concentrated in the material by the inertia of the
water [27]. However, in the case of submerged laser peening, bubbles that are
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FIGURE 8
Laser abrasion and laser cavitation.

produced and that develop after laser abrasion, collapse [28], as shown in Figure 8 [59]. In this review, the development of bubbles after laser abrasion is
called “laser cavitation”, as the shock wave is produced by the bubbles collapsing. For the data in Figure 8, in order to detect the impacts induced by a laser
pulse, a homemade sensor with a PVDF film used as a force sensitive material
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[60, 61] was placed on a metallic target material, and a hydrophone and a submerged shock wave sensor were placed in the water filled chamber. As shown
in Figure 8, when the laser pulse hits the target at t = 0 ms, laser cavitation is
initiated, develops, and then collapses at t = 1 ms. After the laser cavitation has
collapsed, it rebounds and collapses again at t = 1.6 ms. The impact at laser
abrasion, and the 1st and 2nd collapses of the laser cavitation were detected by
the PVDF sensor. The amplitude of the signal for the 1st collapse is about 1.5
times larger than that for the laser abrasion. In the case of the hydrophone, the
signal amplitudes from laser abrasion and laser cavitation are similar [62]. On
the other hand, when the pressure wave in the water was measured by the submerged shock wave sensor, the signal amplitude for laser abrasion was larger
than that for laser cavitation [27]. Although the amplitude of the signal from the
sensor depends on the type of sensor, the PVDF sensor measures the impact in
the target material, and it detects not only the 1st collapse but also the 2nd collapse of the laser cavitation bubbles. When the impact signal was measured
using an AE sensor, the ratio between the signal amplitudes for laser abrasion
and for laser cavitation were found to depend on the depth of the water [63].
That is, the impact induced by laser cavitation is considered to provide a better
peeing effect in submerged laser peening.
Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between the time for the laser cavitation to develop, tD, and the peening intensity in submerged laser peening. It
has been shown that the peening intensity is related to the inverse of the
radius of curvature, 1/ρ, of a 5 mm duralumin plate peened with 4 pulses/
mm2. In Figure 9, in order to change the aggressive intensity of laser cavitation, the laser energy or standoff distance between the final convex lens and
the target was changed. When a power law is assumed for the relationship
between 1/ρ and tD, the exponent is about 3. In the case of submerged laser
peening, tD is proportional to the maximum diameter of laser cavitation.
Thus, it can be concluded that the peening intensity in submerged laser peening is proportional to the maximum volume of the bubbles, VB max, as given by
the following equation:

1
∝VBmax
ρ

(6)

3. CAVITATION PEENING AND WATER JET PEENING
3.1. Differences between cavitation peening and water jet peening
As a submerged high-speed water jet is commonly used to generate cavitation
for cavitation peening, as mentioned above, cavitation peening and water jet
peening are sometimes confused. Both the Surface Enhancement Committee
SEC and the Aerospace Surface Enhancement Committee ASEC of SAE
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FIGURE 9
Relationship between the size of the bubbles and the peening intensity.

International, in which peening methods are standardized, define the impacts
generated by cavitation bubbles collapsing as “cavitation peening”. On the
other hand, peening methods using the impacts of small water masses in a
water jet and/or shot that are injected into the water jet [64, 65] are called
“water jet peening”. When a submerged high-speed water jet is used, both
cavitation peening and water jet peening can occur. In order to obtain better
peening effects without damage, the mechanisms for cavitation peening and
water jet peening need to be better understood and, moreover, classified.
In order to show how the aggressive intensity of a submerged high speed
water jet varies with standoff distance, Figure 10 shows the mass loss as a function of standoff distance at constant injection pressure for various cavitation
numbers [66]. It is assumed that greater mass loss corresponds to higher aggressive intensity. For all three cases, two peaks were obtained. The peak close to
the nozzle is called the “1st peak” and the one further from the nozzle is called
the “2nd peak” [67]. The 1st peak is due to small water mass impacts, and is
suitable for water jet peening and/or cutting. On the other hand, the 2nd peak is
a result of cavitation impacts, and is suitable for cavitation peening. As shown
in Figure 10, the standoff distance of the 2nd peak, which os the optimum
standoff distance, sopt, increases as the cavitation number, σ, decreases, and is
described by Equation (7). A relationship between cavitation number σ and
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FIGURE 10
1st and 2nd peaks resulting from a submerged high-speed water jet at constant injection pressure
for various cavitational nuber.

optimum standoff distance sopt was found by Lichtarowicz [68], then a means
of comparing cavitating jets was proposed using [69].

sopt
d

∝ σ−n

(7)

where d is the diameter of the nozzle throat. Figure 11 shows the peeing
intensity changing with standoff distance s with p1 = 30 MPa (σ = 0.0033)
and d = 2 mm, and with p1 = 300 MPa (σ = 0.00033) and d = 0.4 mm, at a
constant downstream pressure p1 ≈ 0.1 MPa [70]. The jet power, which
depends on the injection pressure and the flow rate, were nearly equal in these
two cases. In Figure 11, specimens made of spring steel were peened and the
inverse of the radius of curvature 1/ρ was measured to find the peening intensity. The standoff distance is normalized by d as s/d in Figure 11. As shown
in Figure 11, the 2nd peak with p1 = 30 MPa is the largest. Although, 1/ρ with
p1 = 300 MPa has a peak at s/d ≈ 140, which is similar to that of the 2nd peak
with p1 = 30 MPa. This is due to impacts from small water masses; that is,
due to water jet peening. With p1 = 300 MPa, there is a 2nd peak arising from
cavitation impacts at s/d ≈ 280. The peeing intensity of this is very small
compared with that of cavitation peening with p1 = 30 MPa. Note that, not
only is the peening effect of a submerged water jet with the injection pressure
too high insufficient, but that it also damages the treated surface [29].
Figure 12, which is taken from reference [69], shows the normalized pressure at
the center of a submerged water jet (pmax – p2)/(p1 – p2) compared with a single
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FIGIRE 11
Aggressive intensity of jets at equivalent jet power as a function of standoff distance at a constant
downstream pressure p2 = 0.1 MPa.

phase jet, such as an air jet in air [71], and a submerged water jet surrounded by an
air jet [72]. The measured maximum pressure, pmax, is defined as the maximum
pressure at the center of a jet with an equivalent nozzle diameter, de, as follows [69],
de = d cd

(8)

where d is the nozzle throat diameter and cd is the discharge coefficient. As
shown in Figure 12, after the potential core has vanished the normalized pressure at the center of the jet, (pmax – p2)/(p1 – p2) decreases with the normalized
standoff distance, revealing the following equation for single phase flow:

pmax − p2  s 
∝ 
p1 − p2
 de 

n

(9)

For a single-phase jet, the exponent n is -2. The distribution for a cavitating
jet has a similar region; however, n for a cavitating jet is not -2 but is smaller
than -2. Thus, n decreases with decreasing cavitation number. When a cavitating jet is surrounded by an air jet, it is more remarkable. Extrapolation of the
straight parts of the curves in Figure 12 to the line (pmax – p2)/(p1 – p2) = 1 gives
intersects that increase with decreasing cavitation number. This suggests the
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FIGURE 12
Variation of stagnation pressure with cavitation number (cylindrical nozzle, d = 2.5 mm, p1 = 8
MPa).

potential core, where the impacts of small water masses make a significant
contribution, increases with decreasing cavitation number. This is the reason
why the water jet peening region changes with cavitation number, and the peak
at s/d ≈ 140 with p1 = 300 MPa is caused by water jet peening. The schematic
diagram of the structure of a cavitating jet was revealed by measuring the pressure distribution across a surface treated by the jet in reference [69].
3.2. Classification map for cavitation peening and water jet peening
As mentioned above, cavitation peening uses cavitation impacts, and water
jet peening uses small water mass impacts. For cavitation peening, there is an
optimum injection pressure, and if the injection pressure is too high the cavitation peening is poor. On the other hand, for water jet peening, the peening
intensity increases with injection pressure. That is, the optimum jet conditions are different for cavitation peening and water jet peening. This makes it
necessary to classify cavitation peening and water jet peening.
In order to classify cavitation and water jet peening, a classification map was
proposed [70]. As described by Equation (7), the optimum standoff distance for
cavitation peening (the 2nd peak) varies with cavitation number, as shown in
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FIGURE 13
Classification map for cavitation peening and water jet peening, considering the optimum
standoff distance sopt, where the aggressive intensity of the jet has a maximum, as a function
of cavitation number σ.

Figure 10. On the other hand, the point at which the potential core ends (the 1st
peak) also changes with injection pressure p1 as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. As
shown in in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , the aggressive intensity of the jet clearly
has two peaks. It is easy to find the optimum standoff distances for the 1st and
2nd peaks by measuring the mass loss, the arc height (related to the inverse
radius of curvature) or the residual stress as functions of standoff distance.
Figure 13 illustrates a classification map for cavitation peening and water jet
peening, considering the cavitation number, σ, the injection pressure, p1, and
the optimum standoff distance, sopt [70]. In Figure 13, p1 is considered to be one
of the parameters of σ, as given by Equation (2). The points in Figure 13 were
collected from 115 experimental data measurements from 15 references since
1976. These include the variations with standoff distance of the mass loss, the
residual stress and the arc height. The details are described in reference [73].
The 1st and 2nd peak regions are divided by the line,
sopt
d

= 1.8 σ −0.6

(10)

The lower region, near the nozzle, is the 1st peak region which is applicable
for water jet peening. The upper region, including the line, far from the nozzle,
is the 2nd peak region and is applicable for cavitation peening. If the equivalent
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FIGURE 14
Perfomance and areas treated by several types of cavitating jet (pure aluminium, d = 1 mm,
p1 = 20 MPa , t = 1 min).

nozzle diameter de which is defined by Equation (8) is considered, the difference between the 1st and 2nd peak regions is much clearer [73].
Now, let us check the peaks in Figure 11 at s/d ≈ 140 with p1 = 300 MPa
(σ = 0.00033) and at s/d ≈ 140 with p1 = 30 MPa (σ = 0.0033). For p1 = 300
MPa and p1 = 30 MPa, the values of 1.8σ -0.6 are 221 and 55, respectively. As
the above-mentioned value of 140 is smaller than 221, the peak with p1 = 300
MPa corresponds to the 1st peak, whereas it is larger than 55, so the peak with
p1 = 30 MPa corresponds to the 2nd peak. Note that, with p1 = 300 MPa, the
peak at s/d ≈ 280, which is greater than 221, is the 2nd peak, as expected.
4. KEY FACTORS IN CAVITATION PEENING
4.1. Types of cavitating jets
A submerged high speed water jet with cavitation, i.e., a cavitation (a cavitating
jet in water) is commonly used to generate cavitation for cavitation peening.
Moreover, a cavitating jet in air was developed by Soyama et al. as mentioned
above [22-24]. In order to demonstrate the performance of the various types of
cavitating jet, Figure 14 shows schematic diagrams of jets and erosion patterns
on pure aluminum specimens at constant injection pressure, constant exposure
time and the same nozzle throat diameter. In Figure 14, the areas treated by the
jets are clearly shown by the eroded areas, and it is assumed that larger mass
loss corresponds to better performance of the jet. Figure 14(a) and Figure 14(b)
show a cavitating jet in water and in air, respectively. Figure 14(c) shows a
cavitating jet in water with an associated jet and Figure 14 (d) shows a cavitating jet in a pressurized chamber in which the cavitation number can be controlled by changing the pressure of the chamber. When Figure 14(a) and Figure
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FIGURE 15
Residual bubbles induced by a cavitating jet.

14(b) are compared, the cavitating jet in air is more aggressive compared with
the cavitating jet in water, as the mass lost from the treatment area was greater.
For the cavitating jet in water with the associated water jet the plastic deformation is more remarkable compared to that for the cavitating jet in water. It can
be said that the cavitating jet in water with the pressurized chamber is most
powerful, as the mass loss was largest. Thus, clearly, the performance and treatment area depend on the type of cavitating jet.
One of the key factors related to the performance of the jet is the formation
of residual bubbles, which are shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 1.
After cavitation collapse, tiny air bubbles are formed in the water [74]. These
small bubbles act as cavitation nuclei [34] and/or provide a cushioning effect
which is described above in the section on “cavitation”. Figure 15 shows
residual bubbles induced by a cavitating jet [74]. As Figure 15 is a typical
instantaneous photograph taken by a CCD camera with a flash lamp with a
1ms exposure time placed on the far side of the jet from the camera, the cavitation clouds are observed as black shadows, and the residual bubbles are
seen as indistinct shadows. In a normal cavitating jet in water, these residual
bubbles are taken into the cavitating jet, and provide a cushioning effect, thus
reducing the impact of the jet. In the case of a cavitating jet in air, fresh water
without residual bubbles is fed around the high-speed water jet, so that the
cushioning effect is small, since the residual bubbles are not recirculated. In
addition, the vortex, which depends on the nozzle geometry and the injection
conditions, around the high speed water jet also affect the performance of the
jet. When an associated water jet is injected around the high speed water jet
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FIGURE 16
Compressive residual stress introduced by several type of cavitating jets (stainless steel).

(see Figure 14(c)), the recirculation of the residual bubbles is reduced, and
the cushioning effect is mitigated compared with a normal cavitating jet in
water (see Figure 14(a)). This is the main reason why a cavitating jet in water
with an associated water jet produces more plastic deformation than a normal
cavitating jet in water does. In the case of a cavitating jet in water in a pressurized chamber, the size of the residual bubbles is reduced by the pressure of
the chamber, so that the cushioning effect is considerably less. The other
reason might be that the increase in pressure of the chamber would result in
an increase in the difference between the pressure outside and inside the bubbles and then in an increase in the potential energy of the vapor structures
which would finally result in a more violent collapse. Thus, the performance
of a jet in a pressurized chamber is the best.
Figure 16 shows the distributions of residual stress with depth in stainless
steel SUS316L treated by cavitation peening (CP) using cavitating jets in
water and air, and a cavitating jet in a pressurized chamber. It is obvious that
all three jets can introduced compressive residual stress into stainless steel
SUS316L. The cavitating jet in air can introduce large compressive residual
stress in the subsurface and the cavitating jet in water can introduce compressive residual stress into a deeper region. In order to reveal the difference
between cavitating jets in water and air, Figure 17 shows plastic deformation
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FIGURE 17
Typical images of plastic deformation pits on pure aluminium.

pits on pure aluminum. The nozzle throat diameter of the cavitating jet in
water was 2 mm and that of the cavitating jet in air was 1 mm in Figs. 16 and
17. Note that the diameter of the plastic deformation pit on pure aluminum is
proportional to 0.6 power of nozzle throat diameter [75]. When the constant
nozzle throat diameter was used [76], the tendency of the residual stress distribution was similar to that of Figure 16. Rather larger pits of the sub-mm
and/or mm order can be seen on the surface treated by the cavitating jet in
water. On the other hand, higher density and deeper smaller pits can be seen
in the case of the cavitating jet in air. Thus, CP using a cavitating jet in water
provides an equivalent effect to shot peening with large shot, and CP using a
cavitating jet in air corresponds to shot peening using small shot at high
velocity. A cavitating jet in water in a pressurized chamber can introduce
large compressive residual stress near the surface and also in a deeper region.
As mentioned above, the pressure in the chamber reduces the residual bubbles which then enhances the performance of the jet.
When opposing cavitating jets are used for cavitation peening, a hole and/
or pipe can be treated [53]. As the pressure where the opposing jets meet
increases, the cavitation collapses powerfully. Even if the opposing jets are
placed parallel to the surface to be treated, the cavitation collapses to the
surface. The details of this phenomenon are described in reference [53].
4.2. Standoff distance
As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, the performance of a cavitating jet varies with
standoff distance, and the optimum standoff distance for the 2nd peak, sopt,
which depends on the nozzle diameter d and the cavitation number σ, as
described by Equation (7), is used for cavitation peening. Figure 18 shows the
inverse of the radius of curvature 1/ρ of a 5 mm thick duralumin plate JIS
A2017-T3, after exposure to a cavitating jet at various standoff distances,
injection pressures and nozzle diameters, using two different types of nozzle
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Aggressive intensity of cavitating jets as a function of standoff distance.
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FIGURE 19
Effect of nozzle outlet geometry on the aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet (d = 0.4 mm, p1 =
30 MPa).

N1 and N2 [77]. The 1/ρ has a maximum for each cavitating condition. As
cavitation peening and water jet peening are classified by the relationship
between the cavitation number σ and the optimum standoff distance sopt as
shown in Figure 13, the peaks in Figure 18 belong to cavitation peening. The
values of sopt and 1/ρ at the peak increase with increasing injection pressure
and/or nozzle throat diameter at the present condition.
4.3. Nozzle geometry
In order to show the relative aggressive intensities of cavitating jets through
various types of nozzle, Figure 19 shows the mass loss Dm as a function of
standoff distance [78]. The specimens were made of pure aluminum to
demonstrate the performance of each jet, and the exposure time in each case
was 2 min. All the nozzles had the same throat diameter, 0.4 mm, with a
sharp edge at the upstream end. The equivalent nozzle diameter de of all the
nozzles was the same. However, there are large differences in Dm. For
example, the maximum Dm of nozzle A is about 6 times larger than that of
nozzle H. Actually, the 6 nozzles on the left hand side in Figure 19 were
used for water jets, while nozzles A and B were proposed for cavitating jets.
Note that the shapes of the nozzles suitable for cavitating jets are much different to those for water jets.
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FIGURE 20
Effect of cavitation number on the aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet (d = 0.4 mm, p1 = 30
MPa).

In order to enhance the performance of cavitating jets, resonating nozzles
were proposed by Johnson et al. [79] and Chahine et al. [80]. A horn shape at
the nozzle exit was also proposed [67], and an improvement in performance
using a nozzle equipped with a center body as a cavitator was reported [81].
As shown in Figure 19, a simple nozzle with an orifice plate with an outlet
bore has good performance. The outlet geometry of such a nozzle was optimized by Soyama, experimentally [20], such that the aggressive intensity was
increased by a factor of 20. In order to increase the aggressive intensity of the
jet, a cavitator placed upstream from the orifice plate, and a guide, with which
the size of the cavitation cloud was enhanced, were optimized [21]. Each of
these doubled the aggressive intensity of the jet, so that the overall improvement was a factor of 4. Thus, the aggressive intensity of a jet without a pressurized chamber was improved by a factor of about 80 compared to cavitating
jets in the 1990’s.
4.4. Cavitation number
In order to demonstrate the effect of cavitation number on the aggressive
intensity of a cavitating jet, Figure 20 shows the dependency of the mass loss
Dm of pure aluminum on cavitation number σ [82]. The Dm was measured at
the optimum standoff distance for each cavitation number. The injection pressure p1 and exposure time of the jet were 20 MPa and 630 s, respectively. The
peak mass loss is at σ = 0.014. Previously, it had been reported that the mass
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loss of a cavitating jet with p1 = 98 MPa peaks at σ = 0.010 to 0.014 [83]. The
cavitation number at the peak, where the aggressive intensity is at its peak, is
slightly different for different nozzle outlet geometries, but is in the range of
σ = 0.010 to 0.014 [84].
For a cavitating jet in water in a pressurized chamber, mentioned in the section
entitled “Types of Cavitating Jets”, when the cavitation collapses, it is in a relatively high-pressure region, thus, the individual impacts would be large, because
the residual bubbles that normally produce the cushioning effect are reduced by
the high pressure. This is why the aggressive intensity increases with cavitation
number, σ, since σ increases with the higher pressure; that is, the downstream
pressure of the nozzle, p2, as given by Equation (2). On the other hand, the total
number of cavitation impacts decreases with cavitation number σ, so the aggressive intensity at large σ decreases with σ. This is reason why the aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet has a peak against cavitation number σ.
Regarding the experimental results of a cavitating flow through a Venturi
tube [85], the aggressive intensity has a peak at a certain downstream pressure p2 opt, which varies with the injection pressure p1. When the cavitation
number is considered, the cavitation number at the peak is nearly constant for
various p1 [85]. Thus, the cavitation number is one of the key factors in cavitation peening. For practical applications, it is worthwhile to set the downstream pressure at the optimum value, as the aggressive intensity of cavitation
can simply be increased by controlling a valve on the downstream side without the need for additional power.
Now let’s consider the aggressive intensity Icav of a cavitating jet in water
such as represented by the mass loss and/or the inverse of radius of curvature
of the plate (the arc height) as a function of cavitation number at constant
injection pressure p1. For constant cavitation number σ, that is, with constant
p2, 1/ρ, and therefore, Icav, is proportional to the cavitation volume, Vcav, as
shown in Equation (6). Assuming that Icav is proportional to the pressure difference between p2 and pv,, then,
1
∝V .∆p ∝ Vcav ( p2 − pv )
ρ cav

(11)

However, the cavitation impact is reduced by the cushioning effect of
residual bubbles, which reduces Icav. Thus, the pseudo vapour pressure, pv’, is
used in place of pv when residual bubbles are entrained into the cavitating
region. Moreover, since the cavitating length Lcav is proportional to the optimum standoff distance, sopt, which can be found from erosion tests [69], Vcav
in Equation (12) can be replaced by a term depending on sopt. Thus, we have

( ) (p

I cav ∝Vcav ( p2 − pv′ ) ∝ ( Lcav ) ( p2 − pv′ ) ∝ sopt
3

3

2

− pv′ )

(12)
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Since pv’ > pv, Icav is reduced. The relationship between σ and sopt is given
by Equation (10), and that between p2 and p1, σ is given by Equation (2), so
Equation (12) can be rearranged to give

(

I cav ∝ σ −0.6

) (p
3

2

− pv′ ) ∝ σ −1.8 ( p2 − pv′ ) ∝ σ −1.8 ( p1σ − pv′ )

(13)

Although in deriving Equation (13) from Equation (12) the cavitating
length Lcav is given as a function of the cavitation number, σ, where the optimum standoff distance sopt is used, sopt depends on the nozzle geometry.
Therefore, a modification to the cavitation number, ss, should be considered.
For example, Lcav is usually defined as the distance from the nozzle exit to the
end of the cavitating region, and sopt is defined as the distance from the
upstream corner of the nozzle to the surface of the target. In this case Equation (13) can be rewritten with σ-ss replacing σ in parentheses to give

{

I cav = c σ −1.8 p1 (σ − σ s ) − pv′

}

(14)

where c is a constant of proportionality. Note that Equation (14) gives the
aggressive intensity of the jet as a function of cavitation number at constant
injection pressure p1. Differentiating Equation (14) and setting this equal to
zero shows that Icav has a maximum at
σ=


1.8  pv′
+ σs 

0.8  p1


(15)

Figure 21 shows the normalized aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet
Īcav as a function of cavitation number σ. This is normalized at σ = 0.014.
For Figure 21, the experimental values of Īcav were calculated from experimental data published in various reports [66, 82, 86]. The estimated values
were obtained from Equation (14) by optimizing c, ss and pv, respectively.
As mentioned above, the maximum value of Īcav is taken to be at σ ≈ 0.014.
The estimated values of Īcav have maxima in the range σ = 0.010 to 0.014.
Thus, Equation (14) shows the effect of cavitation number on the aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet.
4.5. Processing speed (processing time per unit length)
In order to discover the effect of processing speed (processing time per unit
length), Figure 22 shows the arc height produced in an Almen gauge as a
function of processing time per unit length tp [87]. The tp is defined by the
processing speed v and the number of scans n as follows
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FIGURE 21
Normalized aggressive intensity of a jet Īcav as a function of cavitation number.

tp =

n
v

(16)

The cavitation peening conditions were as follows. For the cavitating
jet in water in a pressurized chamber, the nozzle throat diameter d was
2 mm, the injection pressure p 1 was 30 MPa, the standoff distance s was
80 mm, and the cavitation number σ was 0.014. For the cavitating jet in
water in an open chamber, the cavitating conditions were d = 2 mm, p 1
= 30 MPa, s = 262 mm and σ = 0.0033. For the cavitating jet in air, the
conditions were d = 1 mm, p1 = 30 MPa and s = 56 mm. In all three
cases, the arc height of the Almen gage increased with t p and saturated
at a certain t p. The arc height reached 0.2 mm with t p = 1 mm/s, when the
cavitating jet in water in the pressurized chamber was used. According
to a previous report [24], the distribution of the intensity and the frequency of cavitation impact are stochastic phenomena. Moreover, the
frequency of intense cavitation impacts is less than 1/10 the frequency
of weak impacts, and the arc height can be expressed by:
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FIGURE 22
Normalized aggressive intensity of a jet Īcav as a function of cavitation number.

(

h = hsat1 1 − e

− c1t p

)

tp

− c1 
c2 

+ hsat 2 1 − e





(17)

where, hsat1 and hsat2 are the saturation arc height caused by weak impacts and
the saturation arc height caused by intense impacts, respectively. c1 is a constant that ensures hsat1 is reached, and c2 is the ratio of the frequency of weak
impacts to that of intense impacts. Note that when the relation between intensity and frequency of impact was assumed as Poisson distribution law [24],
the impact force of weak impacts was 79 N and that of intense impacts was
112 N.
In Figure 22, the symbols are experimental data and the approximate curves
were obtained from Equation (17). As the symbols lie on the curves, it can be
concluded that the arc height expressed by Equation (17) is valid. Note that it
has been shown that the compressive residual stress introduced by cavitation
peening can be described by a similar equation to Equation (17) [24].
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FIGURE 23
Effect of nozzle throat diameter on the peening intensity (p1 = 30 MPa).

As the optimum processing time of cavitation peening is about 1/25 to
1/5 of the incubation period for both stainless steel and copper [88], cavitation peening does not make damage with material loss on the treated surface.
4.6. Nozzle throat diameter
In order to illustrate the relationship between the nozzle throat diameter and
the peening intensity, Figure 23 shows the inverse of the radius of curvature
1/ρ as a function of nozzle throat diameter d. In Figure 23, 1/ρ at the optimum
standoff distance, where 1/ρ has its maximum value, is plotted from the data
points in Figure 18(c). When a power law is assumed by considering the scaling effect on cavitation erosion (cf. Equation (3)), the relationship between d
and 1/ρ can be expressed by:
1
∝ d nd
ρ

(18)

where, nd is the exponent of the power law. In Figure 23, nd is 1.8 ± 0.4.
When the erosion rate is measured with various values of d, nd depends on
cavitation number σ, with nd = 1.56 ± 0.03 at σ = 0.01, nd = 1.97 ± 0.03 at
σ = 0.014 and nd = 2.49 ± 0.02 at σ = 0.02 [89]. These results suggest that
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FIGURE 24
Effect of nozzle throat diameter on the introduction of compressive residual stress into stainless
steel (p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.1 MPa, σ = 0.003, tp = 1 s/mm).

nd is roughly about 2. Thus, it can be concluded that the aggressive intensity of the cavitating jet is roughly proportional to the flow rate of the jet,
as the flow rate is proportional to the square of d at constant injection
pressure.
In order to understand the effect of the nozzle throat diameter d on the
thickness of the surface modification layer, δ, Figure 24 shows the variation
in the distribution of residual stress, sR, with d for SUS316L stainless steel
treated by cavitation peening with p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.1 MPa, σ = 0.003, and
tp = 1 s/mm [29]. At d = 0.35 mm, the residual stress at the surface is about
-40 MPa and the thickness of the compressive layer is about 60 mm. On the
other hand, at d = 2 mm, the residual stress at the surface is about -270 MPa
and the thickness of compressive layer is about 1 mm. Thus, a cavitating jet
using a large nozzle can introduce greater compressive residual stress up to
greater depth.
4.7. Injection pressure
Figure 25 shows the relationship between the inverse of the radius of curvature 1/ρ and the injection pressure p1 from the data points for the optimum
standoff distances in Figure 18(a) and Figure 18(b). By considering Bernoulli’s equation (cf. Equation (1)) and the power law dependency on flow velocity given in Equation (4), the following power law for the relationship between
peening intensity, represented by 1/ρ, and injection pressure is derived:
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FIGURE 25
Effect of injection pressure on the peening intensity.

1
n
∝ p1 p
ρ

(19)

where np is the exponent of the power law. The values of np in Figure 25
are 1.17 ± 0.06 at d = 0.65 mm and 0.73 ± 0.12 at d = 2 mm. Note that the
values of 1/ρ in Figure 18(a) and Figure 18(b) were evaluated at constant
downstream pressure. This means that the cavitation number changes
with changes in injection pressure. The above-mentioned np includes the
effect of cavitation number. As mentioned in the section on “cavitation
number”, the aggressive intensity of the jet decreases with decreasing
cavitation number σ for σ < 0.01. Regarding a previous report, the values
of np at constant cavitation numbers were as follows; np = 2.25 ± 0.05 at
σ = 0.01, np = 2.42 ± 0.02 at σ = 0.014 and np = 2.82 ± 0.01 at σ = 0.02
[89], suggesting that np changes with σ. Furthermore, np decreases with
decreasing σ (= p2/p1); that is, increasing p1 at constant tank pressure.
That is, if the injection pressure is too high at a constant tank pressure p2,
the peening intensity hardly increases with p1.
In order to illustrate the effect of injection pressure at relatively high injection pressures on the introduction of compressive residual stress at a constant
tank pressure p2, Figure 26 shows the distribution of the residual stress as a
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function of depth from the surface δ [29]. The material under test was stainless
steel and this is the same material used for the data in Figure 24. The cavitating
conditions were d = 0.35 mm, p2 = 0.1 MPa, and tp = 1 s/mm. With p1 in the
range from 100 to 300 MPa, the residual stress at the surface is in the range
from -170 to -200 MPa, while the thickness of the compressive layer is about
0.2 mm to 0.38 mm, neither of which varies very much with p1 at constant p2.
A comparison between the distributions with p1 = 30 MPa, d2 = 2 mm in
Figure 24 and p1 = 300 MPa, d2 = 0.35 mm in Figure 26 shows the former
introduces large compressive residual stress into a deeper region. Note that
the jet powers, which is defined by the pressure difference and the flow rate,
in these two cases are nearly equal to each other. That is, when cavitation
peening is applied at a constant tank pressure, a cavitating jet with low injection pressure and a large nozzle is better for introducing compressive residual
stress than high injection pressure with a small nozzle. This is one of the
reasons why a cavitating jet for which the injection pressure is too high cannot introduce large compressive residual stress [90]. Clearly, from the point
of view of practical applications, a jet with low injection pressure and a large
nozzle is better than one with high injection pressure and a small nozzle, as
the initial and running costs of low injection pressure pumps are much less
than those of high injection pressure pumps.

FIGURE 26
Effect of injection pressure on the introduction of compressive residual stress into stainless steel
(d = 0.35 mm, p2 = 0.1 MPa, tp = 1 s/mm).
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4.8. Downstream pressure (Tank Pressure)
When the effect of the pressure downstream from the nozzle throat p2 (tank
pressure) on the aggressive intensity of the cavitating jet was examined, a
peak was found at a certain p2 [85, 91]. Although the value of p2, where the
maximum occurred, depended on the injection pressure p1, the cavitation
number σ (= p2/p1) at the peak was almost constant [85], signifying that the
cavitation number is a key parameter. If the optimum downstream pressure is
required, it is easy to obtain it by considering the cavitation number and the
injection pressure. In the case of a cavitating jet, the optimum cavitation number is 0.01 – 0.014 as mentioned in the section on “cavitation number”.
4.9. Water temperature and other parameters
As cavitation is a phase change phenomenon from the liquid phase to the gas
phase, similar to boiling, the water temperature Tw is one of the key parameters. The water temperature affects the vapour pressure, the dissolved gas
content, the viscosity, the surface tension and the density. The effect of temperature on the aggressive intensity of cavitation peening, such as the erosion
rate has been investigated by carrying out vibratory erosion tests [92-96] and
cavitating jet erosion tests [97]. The various reports concluded that the maximum erosion rate occurred at 40 – 50 ºC [92, 95], 60 – 70 ºC [94], about 30
ºC [93], or 21 ºC [96]. In the case of a cavitating jet, the erosion rate had a
maximum at about 40 ºC, and the peak became indistinct at relative low cavitation numbers [97]. Therefore, the effect of the water temperature on the
aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet is not clear.
Figure 27 shows the inverse of the radius of curvature 1/ρ of a 5 mm thick
duralumin plate JIS A2017-T3 as a function of processing time per unit length
tp at various water temperatures, Tw. The curve for Tw = 5 ºC is slightly lower
than the other curves. At Tw = 15, 25 and 35 ºC, 1/ρ is independent of water
temperature. That is, the peening intensity is nearly constant in the range Tw
= 15 – 35 ºC under the conditions used here.
Next, let’s consider the effect of the depth of the nozzle in the water on
cavitation peening. As mentioned in the sections on “Cavitation” and “Types
of Cavitating Jets”, residual bubbles and/or air bubbles in the water around
the jet are a very important factor, as they provide a cushioning effect. When
the position of the nozzle is in a shallow open chamber in which the water
surface has a free surface, a suction vortex around the jet feeds air bubbles
from the surface into the jet. These air bubbles potentially provide a cushioning effect, thus reducing the peening intensity of the jet. Thus, the water depth
dw, the distance from the water surface to the nozzle, should be considered.
Figure 28 shows the inverse of the radius of curvature 1/ρ as a function of
processing time per unit length tp for various water depths dw. The plate used
was 5 mm thick duralumin, the same as that used for the experiments carried
out for the data presented in Figure 18 and Figure 27. As shown in Figure 28,
1/ρ with dw = 0.12 m is about two thirds of that with dw = 0.24 m. In these
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FIGURE 27
Effect of water temperature (d = 2 mm, p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.1 MPa).

FIGURE 28
Effect of the depth of water (d = 2 mm, p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.1 MPa).
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experiments, the plate was placed horizontally and the nozzle was set vertically above the plate. Actually, the pressure difference between dw = 0.12 m
and dw = 0.24 m was only about 1.2 kPa, and the difference in cavitation
number was only 0.00004 at p1 = 30 MPa. Thus, the difference in 1/ρ between
dw = 0.12 m and dw = 0.24 m was not caused by the differences in pressure
and/or cavitation number, but might be due to air bubbles, which are entrained
into the jet. Thus, the water depth needs to be considered in order to mitigate
the cushioning effect caused by air bubbles.
4.10. Experimental formula to estimate the aggressive intensity of
cavitation
As mentioned above, the peening intensity using a cavitating jet in water
depends on the nozzle geometry, the nozzle throat diameter d, the cavitation
number σ and the injection pressure p1. The optimum standoff distance sopt can
be roughly estimated using Equation (10), and it should be experimentally verified by measuring the peening intensity as a function of standoff distance. The
peening effect of processing time per unit length and/or processing speed can
be expressed by Equation (17). Thus, in this section, the aggressive intensity of
a cavitating jet in water Icav at sopt is discussed considering the nozzle geometry,
the nozzle throat diameter d, the cavitation number σ and the injection pressure
p1. Here, the aggressive intensity Icav is found from arc height measurements
and/or erosion tests, as cavitation impacts cause plastic deformation and/or erosion of a material. Considering the power law dependencies of the intensity on
the nozzle throat diameter d and the injection pressure p1 as expressed by Eqs.
(18) and (19), an experimental formula was proposed to estimate the aggressive
intensity Icav est from a reference aggressive intensity Icav ref as follows [89]:
I cav est = I cavref

f (σ )  d 
Kn


f σref  dref 

( )

nd

 p 
1


 p1ref 

np

(20)

where the parameters with the subscript ref are those for the reference conditions.
Here, Kn depends on the geometry of the nozzle and/or the test section, and nd and
np are the exponents of the power laws in Equation (18) and Equation (19). Considering Equation (14), the function f (σ) is given by the following equation:

{

f ( σ ) = σ −1.8 p1 (σ − σ s ) − pv′

}

(21)

As mentioned in the sections on “nozzle throat diameter” and “injection
pressure”, the values nd and np depends on the cavitating condition. Example
of values in the reference to estimate the aggressive intensity of cavitation are
shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
Example values of experimental formula to estimate the aggressive intensity of cavitation.
(a) Power law exponents for nozzle throat diameter and injection pressure
Parameter
nd

np

Value

Range

Cavitating condition

Reference

1.8 ± 0.4

d = 1 mm – 2.5 mm

p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.1 MPa, σ = 0.0033

[75]

1.56 ± 0.03

d = 1 mm – 2.5 mm

p1 = 10 MPa, p2 = 0.1 MPa, σ = 0.01

[86]

1.97 ± 0.03

d = 1 mm – 2.5 mm

p1 = 10 MPa, p2 = 0.14 MPa, σ = 0.014

[86]

2.49 ± 0.02

d = 1 mm – 2.5 mm

p1 = 10 MPa, p2 = 0.2 MPa, σ = 0.02

[86]

1.17 ± 0.06

p1 = 30 MPa – 80 MPa

d = 0.65 mm, p2 = 0.1 MPa

[75]

0.73 ± 0.12

p1 = 15 MPa – 30 MPa

d = 2 mm, p2 = 0.1 MPa

[75]

1.56 ± 0.03

p1 = 10 MPa – 30 MPa

d = 1 mm, σ = 0.01

[86]

1.97 ± 0.03

p1 = 10 MPa – 30 MPa

d = 1 mm, σ = 0.014

[86]

2.49 ± 0.02

p1 = 10 MPa – 20 MPa

d = 1 mm, σ = 0.02

[86]

(b) Function depending on the shape of the nozzle
Parameter
Kn

Kn

Kn

Value

Nozzle type

Cavitating condition

1

d : D : L = 1 : 6 : 8 (see Ref. [20])

22

d : D : L = 1 : 8 : 8 (ditto)

12

d : D : L = 1 : 10 : 8 (ditto)

10

d : D : L = 1 : 8 : 6 (ditto)

10

d : D : L = 1 : 8 : 10 (ditto)

1

Without cavitator and guide pipe (see Ref. [20])

1.8

Without cavitator with guide pipe (ditto)

2.3

With cavitator and without guide pipe (ditto)

4.2

With cavitator and guide pipe (ditto)

1.48 ± 0.06

Nozzle A (see Figure 19)

1.00 ± 0.03

Nozzle B (ditto)

0.66 ± 0.07

Nozzle C (ditto)

0.54 ± 0.03

Nozzle D (ditto)

0.38 ± 0.03

Nozzle E (ditto)

0.36 ± 0.03

Nozzle F (ditto)

0.23 ± 0.01

Nozzle G (ditto)

0.23 ± 0.01

Nozzle H (ditto)

Reference

p1 = 30 MPa
p2 = 0.42 MPa
σ = 0.014
d=2

[20]

p1 = 30 MPa
p2 = 0.1 MPa
σ = 0.0033
d=2

[21]

p1 = 30 MPa
p2 = 0.42 MPa
σ = 0.014
d = 0.4

[76]

(c) Values to estimate relative aggressive intensity of cavitating jet
pv’
0.05 MPa

c

ss

Reference (experimental data)

0.00261

0.00301

[66]

0.00148

0.00171

[80]

0.00236

0.00270

[84]
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Now, let’s check the validity of Equation (20); for example, when dref = 1
mm, p1 ref = 10 MPa, and sref = 0.014, Icav ref is 0.022 g/min, so that if d = 2 mm,
p1 = 30 MPa, and σ = 0.014, Icav est is 1.231 g/min as shown by Equation (22)
below. The experimentally measured mass loss rate for these latter parameters was 1.428 g/min [89]. The difference between the estimated and experimental values is 16% at constant σ. Thus, Equation (20) is useful for
estimating the relative aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet in water:
 2
I cav est = 0.022 × 1 × 1 ×  
 1

1.97

 30 
× 
 10 

2.42

(22)

5. PEENING EFFECTS
5.1. Introduction of compressive residual stress
As mentioned in the introduction, in order to mitigate stress corrosion cracking in nuclear power plants, the introduction of compressive residual stress
by “water jet peening” was proposed [12]. Soyama et al. found the cavitation
impacts around a submerged water jet introduced compressive residual stress
into stainless steel [13], and this was then confirmed by Hirano et al. [14].
Now, this method is applied to nuclear power plants [16]. Typical examples
of the introduction of compressive residual stress into stainless steel by cavitation peening are shown in Figures 16, 24 and 26. With the optimum cavitation conditions, d = 2 mm and p1 = 30 MPa, cavitation peening can introduce
compressive residual stress up to a depth of about 1 mm.
The introduction of compressive residual stress by cavitation peening in
order to extend the lifetime of a die for hot forging has been done. The lifetime of a die was increased by 50% [98], as a result of the compressive residual stress, which mitigates cracking of the die, and the work hardening, which
suppresses deformation of the die. Figure 29 shows the variation in the distribution of residual stress with processing time per unit length tp [99]. The
material under test was heat treated alloy tool steel JIS SKD61 with a Vickers
hardness of 710 ± 30 before peening. After cavitation peening at tp = 10 s/
mm, the Vickers hardness had increased by 17 % to 830 ± 30. Under the conditions used in that work, cavitation peening introduced compressive residual
stress up to a depth 400 mm [99]. Note that the full width at half maximum of
X-ra diffraction measurements on the material decreased after cavitation
peening [99, 100]. Analysis of the micro strain using X-ray diffraction showed
that the micro strain, introduced by heat treatments, such as quenching, and/
or mechanical surface finishing, decreased after cavitation peening [100]. As
cavitation peening is a kind of shotless peening, and can introduce compressive residual stress without collisions between solid materials, there is very
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FIGURE 29
Introduction of compressive residual stress into tool alloy steel JIS SKD61 (d = 2 mm, p1 = 30
MPa, p2 = 0.42 MPa).

little change in the surface roughness. On the other hand, the shock wave
induced by cavitation bubbles collapsing can move dislocations in a polycrystalline metal. This was confirmed by observation with a transmission
electron microscopy [101]. Thus, cavitation peening can introduce compressive residual stress (macro strain), while relieving micro stain.
Cavitation peening can also introduce compressive residual stress into
Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy [102]. When the surface residual stress sR and the
surface roughness Ra of cavitation peening and shot peening were compared,
these were -988 ± 18 MPa and 0.53 mm, respectively, for a cavitation peened
specimen, and -541 ± 141 MPa and 2.44 mm, respectively, for a shot peened
specimen. Therefore, cavitation peening is capable of introducing compressive residual stress into titanium alloy with considerably less surface roughness compared to that from the widely used shot peening.
As shown in Figs. 16, 24, 26 and 29, the compressive residual stress introduced by cavitation peening has a maximum at the surface. There are two
reasons why this is so. In the case of shot peening, in order to introduce compressive residual stress near the surface, small shot are applied after large
shot, a process called two-stage shot peening. In the case of cavitation peening, the cavitating jet produces both small and large impacts at the same time
[24, 60]. As the small impacts behave like small shot and the large impacts
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behave like large shot, the distribution of residual stress treated by cavitation
peening is the same as multiple stage shot peening. Another reason is the
pressure distribution of an individual cavitation impact which is cone shaped
with a maximum intensity at the cone center [103]. The distribution of compressive residual stress introduced by this sort of impact has a maximum at
the surface [104]. Thus, it can be concluded that cavitation peening is suitable
for maximizing the compressive residual stress at the surface.
5.2. Improvement in fatigue strength
It was demonstrated that cavitation peening improved the fatigue strength of
cast aluminum alloy [5], hot-rolled sheet steel [3], silicon manganese steel
[17], carbonized chrome-molybdenum alloy steel [18], stainless steel [105],
nitrocarburized carbon steel [106], duralumin [107-109], magnesium alloy
[110] and Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy manufactured by electron beam melting
[111]. One example, shown in Figure 30, shows the relationship between the
bending stress sa and the number of cycles to failure Nf of stainless steel
SUS316L treated by cavitating jets in water and in air. This was evaluated by
a plate bending fatigue test [105]. In Figure 30, CJA and CJW signifies cavi-

FIGURE 30
Improvement in the fatigue strength of stainless steel using cavitating JETS in air and water
(d = 1 mm, p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.1 MPa).
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tating jets in air and water, respectively. In both cases, the nozzle throat diameter d was 1 mm and the injection pressure of the jet p1 was 30 MPa. In the
case of the cavitating jet in water, the 1st and 2nd peaks were obtained by
measuring the variation of residual stress with the standoff distance. As mentioned in the section on “Cavitation Peening and Water Jet Peening”, the 1st
peak corresponds to water jet peening (WJP) and the 2nd peak corresponds to
cavitation peening (CP). The fatigue strength after Nf = 107 cycles obtained
by Little’s method [112] were 279 MPa for the non-peened specimen, 292
MPa for WJP by CJW, 327 MPa for CP by CJW and 360 MPa for CP by CJA.
Although water jet peening can improve the fatigue strength, improvement in
the fatigue strength by cavitation peening is better than that by water jet peening. From this test, it was found that the fatigue strength of the specimen
treated by cavitation peening using the cavitating jet in air was best.
As is well known, the improvement in fatigue strength depends on crack
initiation and crack propagation. A method for measuring fatigue crack
growth rates using a compact tension specimen has been standardized by
ASTM E647-13 [113]; however, it is very difficult to evaluate crack propagation in a modified layer at the surface using the standard test method, as the
thickness of the layer is too thin compared with the base material. Therefore,
a load-controlled plate bending fatigue tester was developed, and it was
shown that the relationship between the threshold stress intensity factor range
∆Kth and the crack propagation rate da/dN of the peened material can be
evaluated using this tester [114, 115]. Examining the mechanisms by which
the fatigue strength can be improved by peening can be very beneficial, and
can help check whether crack initiation and/or crack propagation are suppressed by cavitation peening. With ∆Kth defined as the stress intensity factor
range ∆K at da/dN = 10-10 m/cycle, ∆Kth of a non-peened stainless steel specimen, which was was 3.75 MPa, became 7.35 MPa after cavitation peening
[115]. The crack propagation rate was also reduced by cavitation peening
[114]. Thus, cavitation peening can suppress crack initiation and crack propagation.
There are many practical applications of cavitation peening to mechanical components. Improvements to the fatigue strengths of the elements of a
steel belt for CVT [116], a roller [117], gears [118], an elastic ring for a
planetary traction drive unit [119] have all been demonstrated. Figure 31
shows the relationship between torque Dn and the number of cycles to failure Nf. The gears tested were made of chromium molybdenum steel JIS
SCM420H and were treated by cavitation peening with d = 2 mm, p1 = 30
MPa, and p2 = 0.42 MPa, and examined by a power circulating-type gear
tester. The fatigue torque at Nf = 107 determined by Little’s method [112]
was 337 Nm for the non-peened gear, 376 Nm for the shot-peened gear and
418 Nm for the cavitation peened gear. Thus, it is clear that a greater
improvement in fatigue torque was achieved with cavitation peening compared to shot peening.
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FIGURE 31
Improvement in fatigue strength demonstrated by a power circulating_type gear tester (d = 2
mm, p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.42 MPa).

5.3. Improvement in fretting fatigue strength
Cavitation peening also suppresses fretting fatigue by introducing compressive residual stress [120, 121]. A spinal implant rod and its holding
fixture can suffer from severe fretting fatigue, so it would be valuable if
the fretting fatigue properties of these could be enhanced. Figure 32
illustrates the results of fretting fatigue tests on a 5 mm diameter spinal
implant made of Ti-6Al-4V ELI (Extra-Low Interstitial) [122], [121].
As the diameter of the implant rod is relatively small, the cavitation
peening conditions chosen were d = 0.64 mm, p 1 = 80 MPa, and p2 = 0.8
MPa. The test rod was evaluated by a fretting fatigue test in accordance
with the ASTM F1717 standard [123]. As shown in Figure 32, at an
applied load P = 350 N, the number of cycles to failure N f of the nonpeened specimen is 5.86 × 10 4, and that of the cavitation peened specimen is 2.05 × 106. The number of cycle to failure is 40 times more after
cavitation peening. When the applied loads for Nf > 5 × 10 6 are compared, the non-peened specimen is 150 N and the cavitation peened
specimen is 350 N. Thus, the fretting fatigue strength of the spinal
implant rod was enhanced by a factor of 2.2 by cavitation peening. This
improvement in the fretting fatigue properties is due to hardening and
the introduction of compressive residual stress [124, 125]. The Vickers
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FIGURE 32
Improvement in the fretting fatigue strength of a spinel implant evaluated by the ASTM F1717
Standard (d = 0.64 mm, p1 = 80 MPa, p2 = 0.8 MPa).

hardness and residual stress were 5.0 GPa and -116 ± 20 MPa, respectively, for the non-peened specimen, and -554 ± 20 MPa and 9.6 GPa,
respectively, for the cavitation peened specimen. Thus, cavitation peening can drastically improve the fretting fatigue properties by work hardening and introducing compressive residual stress.
5.4. Improvement in yield strength
Mechanical surface treatments can improve yield strength by work hardening. Improvements in the yield stress of electrical sheet steel by cavitation
peening has also been demonstrated [126]. Electrical sheet steel is used in
the IPM motors [127] of electric and hybrid vehicles. In order to obtain better electromagnetic properties, an increase in the permissible speed of rotation is required, without changing the chemical composition of the sheet
steel. In one report [126], cavitation peening was proposed as a technique
to partially strengthen the steel to increase the speed of rotation. Figure 33
shows the relationship between tensile stress st and displacement δD [126].
The tensile test was conducted using a tensile test specimen. The thickness
and width of the test section of the specimen made of non-oriented electrical sheet steel were 0.35 mm and 1 mm to simulate the component of an
IPM motor. The yield stress sy of the sheet steel without peening was 372
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FIGURE 33
Improvement in the yield stress of electrical sheet (d = 2 mm, p1 = 30 MPa, p2 = 0.42 MPa).

MPa, and it increased to 453 MPa after cavitation peening. Thus, an
improvement in yield stress of the sheet steel by about 22 % was obtained
by cavitation peening.
In the test mentioned above the cross-sectional area was relatively small,
thus, the improvement in yield stress was verified by a conventional tensile
test. It is difficult, however, to demonstrate improvements in the yield stress
of mechanically treated surfaces, such as those treated by shot peening,
laser peening, cavitation peening, etc., as the thickness of the modified
layer is relatively thin compared with the bulk material. Also, the effect of
the compressive residual stress in a specimen with a small test area is difficult using a conventional tensile test. In this case, inverse analysis of the
yield stress using an indentation test is very useful, as mechanical properties, such as the yield stress, Young’s modulus, the residual stress, and the
work hardening coefficient in a local area can all be evaluated [128-138].
For example, in order to investigate the mechanism for the improvement in
the fatigue strength of stainless steel by cavitation peening, the yield stress
of a cavitation peened layer was investigated using inverse analysis and an
indentation test. This showed that the yield stress could be improved from
300 MPa to 500 ± 60 MPa by cavitation peening [139]. This is reasonable,
considering the relationship between the yield stress and the fatigue strength
of medium strength steels [139]. It can be concluded that cavitation peening
improves the yield stress of metallic materials and that inverse analysis and
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an indentation test can be used to investigate the yield stress of a modified
layer at the surface.
5.5. Suppression of hydrogen embrittlement
Since Johnson [140] found that hydrogen has a remarkable effect in iron, many
researchers have been investigating hydrogen embrittlement [141-143]. In
order to use hydrogen for one of our basic energy sources, we need to be able
to suppress hydrogen embrittlement. It has been shown that hydrogen concentrates around crack tips where the hydrostatic stress is a maximum [144, 145];
thus, the introduction of compressive residual stress might reduce hydrogen
embrittlement. However, it has been reported that the conventional way to
introduce compressive residual stress (shot peening) did not suppress hydrogen
embrittlement and, moreover, was detrimental [146]. Another report revealed
that shot peening plays a dual role in hydrogen embrittlement [147], in that shot
peening reduces the hydrogen diffusion coefficient and also enhances hydrogen
induced cracking. These effects might be due to increases in the surface roughness and/or the dislocation density induced by shot peening. In the case of
cavitation peening, the surface roughness scarcely increases, as there are no
collisions between solid materials. Cavitation peening can introduce compressive residual stress while relieving the micro strain as mentioned above [100];
therefore, cavitation peening can suppress hydrogen embrittlement.
In order to demonstrate the suppression of hydrogen embrittlement by cavitation peening, Figure 34 shows the crack length 2a as a function of the number
of cycles N for non-peened and cavitation peened specimens with and without
hydrogen charging [148]. Test specimens made of stainless steel SUS316L
with a precrack were tested using a plate bending fatigue tester with bending
stress sa = 300 MPa. The specimens were treated using a cavitating jet in air
with d = 1 mm and p1 = 30 MPa. The number of cycles to failure Nf of the nonpeened specimen was 4.11 × 104 for the specimen charged with hydrogen and
6.70 × 104 for the specimen not charged with hydrogen. Thus, Nf of the nonpeened specimen charged with hydrogen was considerably reduced, as the secondary cracks of the specimen combined, as shown in the figure on the upper
left-hand side of Figure 34. On the other hand, Nf of the cavitation peened
specimen was 1.23 × 105 for the specimen charged with hydrogen and 1.20 ×
105 for the specimen not charged with hydrogen. For both cavitation peened
specimens, the cracks grew stably as shown in the figure on the upper righthand side of Figure 34, and Nf of the specimens with and without hydrogen are
nearly equal. The Nf of the specimen charged with hydrogen increased by a
factor of about three after cavitation peening; consequently, caviation peening
can suppress hydrogen embrittlement in stainless steel SUS316L.
In order to investigate the mechanism for the suppression of hydrogen
embrittlement by cavitation peening, hydrogen invasion of a specimen was
measured by thermal deposition analysis (TDA) using gas chromatography
[149] and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [150]. In both these
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FIGURE 34
Suppression of hydrogen embrittlement in stainless steel by cavitating in AIR (d = 1 mm, p1 = 30
MPa).

reports, the material under test was stainless steel SUS316L, the same as the
material used for the data in Figure 34. Cavitation peened and non-peened
specimens were charged with hydrogen by cathodic electro-charging. By
evaluating hydrogen invasion by both TDA and SIMS, suppression of hydrogen invasion by cavitation peening was found to be proportional to the amount
of compressive residual stress with respect to depth introduced by cavitation
peening [149, 150]. As is well known, compressive residual stress causes
crack closure which mitigates the stress concentration around the crack tip
[151, 152], that is, the main mechanism for the suppression of hydrogen
embrittlement by cavitation peening is the mitigation of hydrogen invasion
by introducing compressive residual stress.
5.6. Improvement of resistance to delayed fracture
Delayed fracture [153] is also a big problem for safety and the reliability of
high strength steel [154]. Since a key factor in delayed fracture is the presence of hydrogen [155-157], cavitation peening can improve the resistance to
delayed fracture. Figure 35 shows the relationship between the tensile stress
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FIGURE 35
Improvement in the delayed fracture resistance on chrome molybdenum steel bolt (d = 2 mm, p1
= 30 MPa, p2 = 0.42 MPa).

st applied to a steel bolt and the time to failure tf [158]. The bolt under test was
a commercially available M8 with a 1.25 mm pitch screw made of chrome
molybdenum steel. In order to examine the delayed fracture of a bolt associated with hydrogen, a delayed fracture test was conducted under a constant
load after hydrogen charging. In order to concentrate the cavitation peening
on the bolt surface, the cavitation conditions chosen were d = 2 mm, p1 = 30
MPa, and p2 = 0.42 MPa. The threshold stress for delayed fracture sth is
defined as the tensile stress st at which the bolt had not fractured within 24
hours. Without hydrogen charging, the bolt fractured at st ≈ 910 MPa. On the
other hand, sth of a non-peened bolt with hydrogen charging was 327 ± 22
MPa. When the bolt was treated by cavitation peening, sth with hydrogen
charging was 426 ± 21 MPa for tp = 1 s/mm, 455 ± 11 MPa for tp = 2 s/mm
and 505 ± 42 MPa for tp = 6 s/mm, demonstrating that the threshold stress
increases with increasing processing time per unit length. The residual stress
at the bottom of the thread was -269 ± 55 MPa for the non-peened bolt, -205
± 2 MPa for tp = 1 s/mm, -187 ± 6 MPa for tp = 2 s/mm and -198 ± 6 MPa for
tp = 6 s/mm, showing that cavitation peening improves the resistance to
delayed fracture by introducing compressive residual stress.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In order to obtain better peening effects without damage to the surface by
cavitation peening, the principal and key factors of cavitation peening were
reviewed, especially in order to understand the differences between cavitation peening and water jet peening. In this review, cavitation peening refers to
peening methods that use cavitation impacts, and water jet peening refers to
peening methods using impacts due to small water masses and/or shot in the
water jet. The key points can be summarized as follows:
(i) For cavitation peening at a constant downstream pressure, a cavitating jet
with a relatively low injection pressure and a large nozzle is better than
that with high injection pressure and a small nozzle;
(ii) Cavitation peening and water jet peening can be classified according to
Equation (23) which is modified from Equation (10)
sopt = 1.8 d σ −0.6

(23)

(iii) Here, sopt is the distance from the nozzle to the treated surface, d is the
nozzle diameter and σ is the cavitation number. When the distance is
smaller than sopt in Equation (23), the peening mechanism is water jet
peening, while if it is larger it is cavitation peening;
(iv) The key factors in cavitation peening, which affect the aggressive intensity of the cavitating jet, are the type of cavitating jet, the standoff distance, the nozzle geometry, the cavitation number, the processing speed,
the nozzle throat diameter, the injection pressure, the tank pressure, the
water temperature and the depth of water above the nozzle;
(v) The relative aggressive intensity of a cavitating jet can be estimated from
a reference intensity by substituting the cavitation number, nozzle throat
diameter and injection pressure in Equation (20); and
(vi) Cavitation peening is beneficial for the mechanical treatment of surfaces
in order to improve the fatigue strength, the fretting fatigue strength, and
the yield strength, and for suppressing hydrogen embrittlement and
improving the resistance to delayed fracture.

NOMENCLATURE
a
c

Crack length
Proportional constant
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c1
c2
cd
d
Dn
da/dN
de
dw
ER
f
f(σ)
h
hsat1
hsat2
Icav
Icav est
Icav ref
Kn
L
Lcav
N
Nf
n
nd
np
P
p
p1
p2
p2 opt
pmax
pv
pv’
ref

s
St
sopt
t
tD
tf
tp
Tw
U
Vcav
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Constant
Ratio of frequency of weak impacts to intense impacts
Discharge coefficient
Nozzle throat diameter
Torque
Crack propagation rate
Equivalent nozzle diameter
Water depth
Erosion rate
Shedding frequency of cavitation cloud
Function of cavitation number
Arc height
Saturation arc height caused by weak impacts
Saturation arc height caused by intense impacts
Aggressive intensity of cavitating jet
Estimated value of aggressive intensity of cavitating jet
Aggressive intensity of cavitating jet at reference condition
Function depending on the shape of the nozzle and/or test section
Size
Cavitating length
Number of cycles
Number of cycles to failure
Power law exponent
Power law exponent for nozzle throat diameter
Power law exponent for injection pressure
Applied load
Pressure
Upstream pressure of nozzle, injection pressure
Downstream pressure of nozzle
Optimum downstream pressure of nozzle
Maximum pressure at jet center
vapour pressure
Pseudo Vapour pressure
Subscript for reference conditions
Standoff distance from nozzle to target surface
Strouhal number
Optimum standoff distance
Exposure time to the jet
Development time of a bubble
Time to failure
Processing time per unit length
Water temperature
Velocity at nozzle exit
Volume of cavitation
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VB max
v
w
∆K
∆Kth
Dm
Dp
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Maximum volume of the bubble
Flow velocity
Maximum diameter of cavitating jet
Stress intensity factor range
Threshold stress intensity factor range
Mass loss
Pressure difference

GREEK SYMBOLS
δ
δD
σ
σa
σR
σs
σt
σth
σy
ρ
ρL

Depth from surface
Displacement
Cavitation number
Amplitude of bending stress
Residual stress
Shift of cavitation number
Tensile stress
Threshold stress of delayed fracture
Yield stress
Radius of curvature
Density of liquid
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Maraging steels represent a special group of precipitation-hardening steels,
mainly used for highly stressed components in critical applications and for
the manufacturing of die casting tools. Consequently, they are subject to different forms of load and wear which inevitably shorten their service life.
Therefore, improvements of their mechanical properties and especially the
resistance of the surface layer to such phenomena are of great interest. Peening techniques, such as shot peening (SP) and laser shock peening (LSP),
represent a promising solution. In this paper, we present the results obtained
with the surface integrity analysis on X2NiCoMo18-9-5 maraging steel
before and after different sequences of LSP and heat treatment stages. The
originality of the present work is that the laser treatment has been performed
on a maraging steel, which brings new insights into the effects on its fatigue
strength, which could be of interest to the scientific community and the industry. The main challenge is the optimization of process parameters using
affordable low energy lasers. Within the present study LSP has shown promising results, supported by mechanical fatigue tests.
Keywords: Fatigue strength; laser shock peening (LSP); maraging steels;
precipitation hardening; roughness; residual stress

1. INTRODUCTION
Maraging steels represent a special group of steels that are characterised by their
excellent combination of high strength and high toughness. Upon cooling from
*Corresponding author’s e-mail: janez.grum@fs.uni-lj.si
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the solution annealing temperature, the austenite matrix transforms to a soft and
fully martensitic structure with a high dislocation density [1]. In the case of maraging steels, carbon is considered to be an impurity and is kept as low as commercially feasible since it promotes the formation of carbides, which have a
negative effect on ductility and toughness. Unlike other well-known steels, these
alloys achieve their high strength through artificial aging, which is performed
after solution annealing. The artificial aging process, usually conducted at temperatures around 480°C [2], involves the precipitation of intermetallic compounds
at dislocation sites, thus contributing to the achievement of the excellent combination of strength and toughness. Commercially available maraging steels can
reach yield strengths over 2 GPa. In addition to high strength, they are characterised by high resistance to thermal fatigue, high fracture toughness, and good
weldability [3]. The martensitic transformation requires a lower cooling rate;
therefore, the occurrence of distortion and cracking is minimal, thus allowing for
parts to be machined to final dimensions before artificial aging.
The downside of maraging steels is their high cost due to the high content
of nickel, molybdenum, titanium, and especially cobalt. Therefore, maraging
steels are limited to the manufacturing of added value applications and critical components [4] in aeronautical and aerospace engineering, such as helicopter drive shafts, jet engine shafts, landing gear, arresting hooks, fasteners
and wing hinges. Properties, such as good machinability, dimensional stability during heat treatment, and significant resistance to thermal fatigue, have
promoted the use of maraging steels in tooling applications, such as plastic
moulds and die casting dies. Maraging steels are used for the manufacturing
of critical mechanical parts that are subject to mechanical fatigue while the
die-casting process involves a complex interaction between various forms of
load and tribological phenomena, such as corrosion, erosion, soldering, and
thermal fatigue. The most critical failure mode in die casting is thermal
fatigue, which can cause the emergence of heat checks and stress cracks in
the low cycle fatigue regime. The listed phenomena have a negative effect on
fatigue life and may cause an early failure of the mechanical part.
Mechanical properties of highly stressed metallic components can be significantly improved by generating compressive residual stresses in the surface layer of the material using peening techniques [5] such as shot peening
(SP) and laser shock peening (LSP). LSP is an innovative surface treatment
[6], during which the surface of the treated component, usually covered with
an absorbent coating and a transparent confining medium, is exposed to nanosecond long laser pulses of intense energy [7]. A schematic representation of
this process is shown in Figure 1. During the laser pulse execution, the irradiated material under the laser spot vaporises and, with the further absorption
of the laser energy, it ionises and transforms into plasma. The rapid expansion
of this plasma generates pressure on the surface by transmitting a shock wave
into the treated material. If the mechanical effect of the shock wave exceeds
the dynamic yield strength of the treated metal, compressive residual stresses
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FIGURE 1
Schematic representation of the LSP process.

are generated in the surface layer. Using this surface engineering technique,
compressive residual stresses can be induced to depths up to 1.5 mm [8].
While extensive research has been carried out on aluminium alloys, conventional steels and titanium alloys, very little is known about the effects of
LSP on the fatigue strength of maraging steels. One of the early research
papers in this context was presented by Banas et al. [9] who exposed maraging steel weldments to high-power short laser pulses using a Nd:YAG laser.
The mechanical effect of shock waves increased the dislocation density in the
heat affected zone (HAZ) that led to a 17% increase in fatigue strength after
LSP. Grum et al. [10] analysed the effects of LSP on a die casting maraging
steel, i.e. X2NiCoMo12-8-8. After LSP, compressive residual stresses up to
800 MPa were generated in the surface layer.
A well-established peening method with the aim of increasing fatigue
strength is also SP, during which the surface of the treated metal is exposed to
a flux of hard and spherically shaped small particles [11]. By inducing plastic
deformation under the interaction zones, SP generates compressive residual
stresses in the surface layer to depths up to a quarter of a millimetre. The
application of this peening technique on maraging steel was analysed by
Moriyama et al. [12] and Kawagoishi et al. [13] who carried out fatigue tests
using a rotating bending machine. The investigation on fatigue properties and
fracture mechanism of 18% Ni maraging steel showed a marked increase in
fatigue strength after SP was applied.
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Recent studies [14-17] on other high-strength and tool steels have shown
that the implementation of peening techniques can increase wear and thermal
fatigue resistance by generating compressive residual stresses and inducing
strain hardening in the surface layer. In the current paper, we are presenting
the results obtained with the surface integrity analysis on X2NiCoMo18-9-5
maraging steel before and after different sequences of LSP and heat treatment
stages. To get a glimpse into the effects of LSP on the fatigue strength of 18%
Ni maraging steel, screening fatigue tests were carried out.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Material properties
Experimental work was conducted on X2NiCoMo18-9-5 maraging steel with
18 % of nickel. With the appropriate heat treatment conditions, this type of
maraging steel can achieve a tensile strength around 2000 MPa after the precipitation-hardening stage. From an application point of view, this material is suitable for the manufacturing of high-end structural parts in the aeronautical and
aerospace industry, and in some cases even die-casting and injection moulding
tools. The main mechanical properties and the chemical composition of X2NiCoMo18-9-5 maraging steel are represented in Table 1 and Table 2.
2.2. Heat treatment and laser shock peening (LSP)
Maraging steel specimens for surface layer analysis were exposed to seven different sequences of heat treatment stages and laser shock peening. The complete heat treatment process consisted of solution annealing for 1 h at a
TABLE 1
Chemical composition of X2NICOMO18-9-5 maraging steel.
Fe
Bal.

C
Co
Ni
Mo
Ti
Al
Mn
Si
P
S
≤0.03 8.0-10.0 17.0-19.0 4.5-5.5 0.5-0.8 0.05-0.15 ≤0.10 ≤0.10 ≤0.01 ≤0.01

TABLE 2
Mechanical properties of X2NICOMO18-9-5 maraging steel.
HTC

Rm [MPa]

Rp0.2 [MPa]

E [GPa]

SA

1070

870

184

PH

2050

1900

195

HTC… heat treatment condition
SA… solution annealing
PH… solution annealing and precipitation
hardening
Rm … ultimate tensile strength

ρ [kg/m3]
8100

Rp0.2 [MPa]… yield strength
E… modulus of elasticity
ρ… material density
HV… Vickers hardness

HV
340
669
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temperature of 820°C and precipitation hardening which was conducted at a
temperature of 480°C for 3 h. Solution-annealed specimens and precipitationhardened specimens were gradually ground using SiC papers and then exposed
to LSP. LSP was conducted with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operating at a
wavelength of 1064 nm, a laser pulse energy of 2.8 J, and a laser pulse duration
of 10 ns. During laser treatment, the specimens were covered with a water curtain, but no absorbent coating was used. In comparison to conventional LSP,
schematically represented in the Introduction section, this technique uses lower
laser pulse energy in order to avoid surface melting. This permits the laser treatment to be performed without a sacrificial layer and allows higher overlapping
rates between laser spots. The laser treatment variations were based on two
different laser pulse densities of 900 and 2500 pulses/cm2. The peening treatment was performed with a single pass using a round laser spot with a diameter
of 1.5 mm. LSP was once carried out between the solution-annealing stage and
precipitation-hardening stage. Specimen designations are listed and described
in Table 3 while the laser system equipment and the chosen mode of the laser
beam path are shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Surface layer analysis
Surface roughness was analysed by measuring the arithmetical mean deviation
Ra, the mean roughness depth Rz, and the maximum peak-to-valley height Rt
of the surface profile. A Surtronic 3+ contact profilometer was used for this
purpose, and the input data was processed with TalyProfile software. The surface roughness of each specimen was calculated as the average between 5 longitudinal and 5 transversal measurements. An additional brief surface roughness
analysis was carried out on both untreated and laser peened specimens using a
Form Talysurf Series 2 to obtain topographic contour plots.
The obtained results of the surface profile analysis are represented with
two charts in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b), which show the surface roughness
before and after LSP of the maraging steel specimens in the solution-annealed
condition and precipitation hardened condition using different laser pulse
densities. As can be observed, a significant increase in surface roughness
occurs after performing the laser treatment. Considering both heat treatment
conditions, the initial Ra and Rz, amounting to 0.2 and 1.0 μm, increased to
approximately 1.0 and 5.0 TO 6.0 μm after LSP with the highest pulse density
of 2500 pulses/cm2. In contrast, the maximum peak-to-valley height Rt
increased from approximately 2.5 to 9.0 μm. The comparison between specimens in the same heat treatment condition indicates that surface roughness
grows with increasing laser pulse density.
The effect of variation of laser pulse density on the surface roughness of
maraging steel in the precipitation hardened condition is clearly visible in the
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TABLE 3
List of specimens and the corresponding sequence of heat treatment and LSP.
Specimen designation

Treatment-sequence description

SA

Solution annealing

SA+LSP900

Solution annealing, LSP-900 pulses/cm2,

SA+LSP2500

Solution annealing, LSP-2500 pulses/cm2,

SA+LSP2500+PH

Solution annealing, LSP-2500 pulses/cm2, precipitation hardening

SA+PH

Solution annealing, precipitation hardening

SA+PH+LSP900

Solution annealing, precipitation hardening, LSP-900 pulses/cm2

SA+PH+LSP2500

Solution annealing, precipitation hardening, LSP-2500 pulses/cm2

FIGURE 2
(a) Laser system and (b) laser beam path during LSP.

(a)
(b)
FIGURE 3
Surface roughness before and after LSP of maraging steel in the (a) solution-annealed condition
and (b) precipitation-hardened condition using different laser pulse densities.
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FIGURE 4
Contour plots of surface topography (a) before and (b, c) after LSP of maraging steel in the
precipitation-hardened condition using different laser pulse densities.

topographic contour plots shown in Figures 4(a) to (c). After LSP, a relatively
smooth maraging steel specimen, shown in Figure 4(a), with 900 pulses/cm2
densely distributed small pits were generated on the surface leading to a surface roughness increase. This phenomenon can be attributed to a combination
of plasma pressure and laser ablation, which was pronounced in our case
since no surface protective coating was used. Surface topography of the mentioned laser treated specimen (SA+PH+LSP900), as is shown in Figure 4(b).
By increasing the laser pulse density to 2500 pulses/cm2, larger and deeper
pits are created, as can be observed in Figure 4(c). An additional comparison
of the roughness profile is represented in Figure 5.
Within this research, the in-depth distribution of surface residual stresses
was conducted using the standard hole-drilling strain gage method, in accordance with ASTM E837. This method consists of drilling a small hole through
the geometric centre of a strain gage rosette into the surface layer of the analysed material. In this case, an RS-200 Milling Guide was used. The material
removal allows for the present residual stresses to relax and for strains to occur.
The strain gage rosette, properly attached to the investigated surface area, is
employed for detecting strains, which occur during material removal while
drilling a hole into the surface using a milling guide. Afterward, the residual
stresses and their orientation are calculated from the measured strains. Strains
were detected using CEA-06-062-UM strain gage rosettes and recorded with
LabVIEW. The final in-depth distributions of residual stresses in the surface
layer of the maraging steel specimens were obtained with H-Drill software.
The results of the in-depth residual stress analysis can be observed in
Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). After solution annealing (Specimen SA) low
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FIGURE 5
Roughness profile (a) before and (b, c) after LSP of maraging steel in the precipitation-hardened
condition using different laser pulse densities.

compressive residual stresses around -60 MPa are generated in the surface
layer of the maraging steel after the cooling stage. Due to thermal relaxation, these residual stresses almost disappear during precipitation hardening at a temperature of 480°C (Specimen SA+PH). According to results,
compressive residual stresses were successfully generated after LSP in
both the solution-annealed specimen (SA+LSP) and the precipitation
hardened specimen (SA+PH+LSP). However, LSP seems to have a much
deeper mechanical effect when treating maraging steel in the solutionannealed condition. Apparently, the softer state of the material allows a
higher rate of plastic deformation, thus contributing to the generation of
higher compressive residual stresses. Interesting results were achieved by
performing the peening treatment between solution annealing and precipitation hardening (Specimen SA+LSP+PH). Even though thermal
relaxation during the second stage of heat treatment obviously occurred,
significant compressive residual stresses, with a surface value of around
-360 MPa, were still present in the surface layer of maraging steel after
precipitation hardening. Moreover, the combination SA+LSP+PH shows
a greater in-depth effect in terms of compressive stress values.
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FIGURE 6
In-depth residual stress distribution before and after laser shock peening of maraging steel in the (A) solution-annealed condition and (B) precipitation-hardened condition using different laser pulse densities.

3.2. Fatigue strength analysis
The presence of compressive residual stresses itself does not insure an
improvement in fatigue strength. The increase in surface roughness
must be considered because surface defects may promote the initializa-
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FIGURE 7
(a) Fatigue specimen geometry and loading mode, (b) time dependence of bending moment.

tion and propagation of fatigue cracks. In order to obtain insight into the
effects of both the surface roughness and the residual stress state after
LSP on the fatigue strength of the chosen maraging steel, screening
fatigue tests were carried out using a resonant testing machine (Rumul
Cractonic), which is a table model for dynamic bending-load applications with testing frequencies between 40 and 300 Hz. The kinematic
conditions allow pure bending between the gripping heads. An electromagnetically driven resonator, built as a rotary oscillator, creates the
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FIGURE 8
Number of cycles to failure during mechanical fatigue tests before (SA+PH) and after LSP
(SA+PH+LSP2500) of maraging steel in the precipitation-hardened condition.

appropriate bending moment. In this research, the bending moment M
was applied in a sinusoidal wave form at a stress ratio of R = 0.1. The
bending frequency was 114 Hz while the maximal bending moment
Mmax within a fatigue cycle amounted to 78 N m. The geometry of the
specimens and the loading technique are represented in Figure 7(a) and
Figure 7(b). The resonant frequency, conditioned by the specimen’s
geometry, begins to decrease when the fatigue crack occurs. Further
cyclic loading causes crack propagation and leads to a continuous
decrease of the resonant frequency until final fracture. During these
fatigue tests, cyclic loading was interrupted shortly after the beginning
of crack propagation. The failure of the specimen was defined as the
moment at which the continuous decrease of the resonant frequency
began. Fatigue testing was carried out on two untreated specimens and
two laser treated specimens.
The obtained results are shown in Figure 8. LSP with a 1.5 mm diameter
spot and 2500 laser pulses/cm2 increased the fatigue life of the maraging
steel specimens from an average of around 23,000 to an average of around
90,000 at the current bending moment. Therefore, LSP in confined mode
and without an absorbent coating might represent a method for improving
the fatigue strength of maraging steels.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
A surface integrity analysis on X2NiCoMo18-9-5 maraging steel was performed before and after different sequences of laser shock peening (LSP) and
heat treatment stages. A brief analysis of the contribution of the laser treatment to mechanical fatigue life improvement was also carried out. The
obtained results are the following:
(i) LSP generated significant compressive residual stresses in the chosen
maraging steel in both the solution-annealed condition and the precipitation-hardened condition, i.e. -680 and -460 MPa;
(ii) At the current laser processing parameters, LSP generates higher and
deeper compressive residual stresses in the solution-annealed condition;
(iii) The chosen sequence of LSP and heat treatment stages greatly influence
the shape of the in-depth residual stress profile in the thin surface layer;
(iv) A significant proportion of compressive residual stresses, around 370
MPa, is preserved even when LSP is performed between solution annealing and precipitation hardening; and
(v) Mechanical fatigue tests on maraging steel specimens in the precipitation-hardened condition indicate a possible significant improvement in
fatigue strength, even though the factor of increase of the arithmetical
mean deviation of surface roughness is between 6 and 7. At the chosen
bending moment, the fatigue life increase was 290%;
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